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Executive summary 
 
This is a report of the inception and action planning (stage four and five) workshop held jointly 
for Sanyati Rural District Council, Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District Council, Mvurwi Town Council 
and Redcliff Municipality. The workshop was held at Pandhari Hotel from the 13th to the 15th 
of July 2016. Prior to the workshop, the four councils had submitted their councils’ gender 
assessments, gender scorecards and situational analysis reports. 
 
These are part of the 10 new Centres of Excellence (COE) for Gender Mainstreaming in Local 
Government councils for 2016. 
 
The objectives of the workshop was to: 

 Build participants understanding around key gender concepts. 
 Learn the concept of stereotypes and how these are seen in society. 
 Build capacity around issues of gender, democracy and good governance  
 Look at what makes  good leaders through looking at transformative leadership 
 Look at key concepts like gender policy and planning concepts. 
 Gain an understanding on conflict resolution and how conflict can be/is managed in 

council. 

 Build participants understanding around gender planning concepts.  
 Know the difference between practical and strategic gender needs. 
 Understand the concept of gender mainstreaming and gender disaggregated data. 
 Learn modules on Gender and the economy, HIV/AIDS and Care Work, Local Economic 

development, Climate Change and Sustainable Development. 

 Develop a Gender and Gender Based Violence Action Plan for the council. 
 
See the full workshop programme attached as Annex A. 
 
The three-day workshop was attended by council officials as well as councillors from the 
respective local authorities. In total 78 participants (47 men and 31 women) attended the 
workshop; see Annex B for the full workshop participants list. The Gender Action Plan is 
attached as Annex C while the workshop evaluation is attached as Annex D. 
 
Background  
  
In 2003, GL undertook the first comprehensive study of the impact of women in politics in 
Southern Africa. One of the key findings of “Ringing up the Changes, Gender in Politics in 
Southern Africa” was that local government is a sadly neglected area of the gender and 
governance discourse. Taking heed of this finding, GL conducted ground-breaking research in 
2006/2007, “At the Coalface”, Gender and Local Government covering South Africa, Lesotho, 
Mauritius and Namibia.  
 
A key finding of this study was that few practical steps have been taken to mainstream gender 
in this tier of government or to build the capacity of councillors to lead this process. The study 
has since been extended to ten countries. In terms of process, once the research reports have 
been written up, GL hosts launch and strategy workshops in the respective countries with key 
stakeholders and partners to map out a way forward of how to roll out the strategy and host 
Gender and GBV action plan workshops. The launches are then followed by Gender and GBV 
action plan workshops that are held at a provincial, regional or district level to ensure that all 
councils have gender action plans.  
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In 2009, GL signed an MOU with Zimbabwe Local Government Association- ZiLGA (umbrella 
body covering Urban Councils Association of Zimbabwe (UCAZ) and Association of Rural 
District Councils of Zimbabwe (ARDCZ). GL in collaboration with ZILGA then embarked on a 
study to find out women’s representation and participation in local government and to assess 
the conditions necessary to increase the representation of women in local government in 
Southern Africa, and to ensure their effective participation. GL has a draft MOU with the 
Ministry of Local Government Public Works and National Housing. 
   
A strategy workshop was held in February 2010 in Kadoma and representatives from Ministry 
of Women Affairs, Gender and Community Development (MWAGCD), Ministry of Local 
Government, Public Works and National Housing (MLGPWNH), UCAZ, ARDCZ as well as other 
partners took part. 
 
In March 2010 GL convened the first Gender Justice and Local Government Summit and 
Awards to gather evidence of institutional and individual initiatives to empower women and 
end gender violence.  The recommendations of this event informed the need for councils to 
become Centres of Excellence for Gender Mainstreaming in Local Government to ensure that 
Councils have the necessary support to address issues of gender across all spheres. GL further 
took the regional Gender Justice and Local Government Summit and Awards  to National level 
and in 2012 held its first ever national summits in Botswana, Madagascar, Mauritius, Namibia, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. This buttressed the notion of Centres of Excellence Work and the need 
to incorporate more councils into the program as echoed by the Zimbabwe Minister of Local 
Government, Public Works and National Housing. This was followed by the Training of Trainers 
workshop in September 2012 which was meant to capacitate Gender Focal Persons (GFPs) so 
as to ensure the smooth cascading of the COE process to all the 92 councils in Zimbabwe. 
 
Process and activities 
 
A variety of learning approaches were employed during the workshop. Participants were 
exposed to role plays, group exercises, as well as informative and thought provoking case 
studies. This, was carefully dovetailed with the programme content which included key gender 
concepts, gender governance and transformative leadership, conflict resolution, gender policy 
and planning concepts, gender and the economy, local economic development, climate change 
and sustainable development, and gender based violence. 
 
The pinnacle of the COE workshop was reached when participants were tasked to develop 
council specific gender action plans. 
 
Apart from providing the knowledge and skills necessary for gender mainstreaming, the 
programme content and activities helped to realign participants’ thinking around the broader 
work of councils from a gender perspective. 
 
Welcome and opening remarks 
 
Day one of the workshop saw the GL Country Manager, Priscilla Maposa individually welcoming 
all participants from the four councils and especially thanking them for setting aside time to 
attend the workshop. Participants had their expectations that included the need to understand 
whether or not gender issues are for women only, how to incorporate gender issues into 
council’s day to day activities, the link between GBV and HIV as well as to understand how 
GFPs can contribute to the development of the local authority. Priscilla assured the participants 
that the workshop would create a great learning platform as well as meet their expectations. 
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Briefing on GL in Zimbabwe and beyond 
To get the ball rolling, Priscilla gave a brief 
background of GL programmes in Zimbabwe 
and in the SADC region. She mentioned that GL 
works in 15 SADC countries and especially in 
four programme areas that include gender and 
governance, gender and media, gender and 
justice, and coordinating work on the SADC 
protocol on gender and development. The 
Gender and governance programme focuses on 
gender mainstreaming in local councils through 
the 10 stage Centres of Excellence (COE) 
programme. The gender and media 
programme focuses on mainstreaming gender 
in media houses with a view to improve 

balanced reporting. In Zimbabwe the gender and media programme works with the ZimPapers 
group and its 11 media houses. Through the gender and justice programme, Gender links 
seeks to promote a just society which is free from gender violence. Finally GL coordinates the 
work on the SADC protocol through monitoring how each country makes progress towards 
the SADC protocol targets.  
 
Priscilla also reiterated that the main objective of the COE programme was to capacitate 
councils to aid their understanding of gender mainstreaming and how this impacts on service 
delivery in councils. In addition, she mentioned that GL will conduct monitoring visits from 
council to council to ascertain how councils are implementing their gender action plans. This 
verification exercise often yields insights into how much effort councils are putting on gender 
mainstreaming.  
 
It was highlighted that at the inception of the COE programme, councils had no funds for 
gender activities but now most councils that have under gone through the COE process are 
now able to set aside budgets for gender. This has seen changes in attitudes at the local level. 
Another key issue that was pointed out was the need to place GFPs at managerial levels as 
important step in influencing key decisions. 
 
In all the programme areas GL works closely with the ministries of Women Affairs, Local 
government and that of rural development and national preservation of culture. This interface 
between the ministries and GL is crucial in ensuring that the Centres of Excellence Programme 
was cascaded to all 92 councils in Zimbabwe. 
 
Key gender concepts 
 
Sex and gender 
 
 
The terms sex and gender are often confused 
and used interchangeably to mean the same. 
This lack of understanding is common and is 
often confounding in the gender mainstreaming 
discourse. To diffuse the confusion, participants 
were tasked to place gender cards which were 
inscribed; commercial sex worker, plays with 
dolls, fetches firewood, broadens shoulders, 

Participants paste gender cards to 

differentiate between sex and gender. 
Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya 

Priscilla Maposa GL Country Manager 

giving her opening remarks. Photo: 
Tapiwa Zvaraya 
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menstruates, pilot etc. Participants task was to place each card under the appropriate heading 
namely; (women only, men only, and both women and men). The exercise was widely 
participatory with some cards being swapped after participants agreed on the appropriate 
heading. There was debate on the issue of rapists as well as the practice commercial sex 
workers. Some participants regarded this as widely practised by men but however others felt 
that even now there are incidents where women are now also forcing themselves sexually on 
men. It was highlighted that at law, rape by women is regarded as indecent aggravated 
assault and carries the same weight as rape perpetrated by men. At the end of the exercise 
participants were able to define sex as the biological make up of a human being, while gender 
as the socially constructed roles about men and women. They also added that gender roles 
are dynamic and change from time as well as from place to place. 
 
Stereotypes 
Stereotypes were defined as unconfirmed beliefs that are often ascribed to individuals or 
groups of men and women. Stereotypes manifest in proverbs, idioms, songs, culture, media 
and religion. Participants identified the following stereotypes that are often reinforced by 
society. 
 
Songs and drama 
 
To portray how society 
perpetuates stereotypes, one 
group performed a short 
drama to show how 
stereotypes impact on the 
women’s pursuit of education. 
In the drama, two siblings are 
thrown out of school for failure 
to pay school fees. When they 
reach home, the father then 
gives the boy child school fees 
and orders him to go back to 
school while the girl child is 
told to go and marry. This is a 
common view in many 
households where the 
preference is given to the boy 
child. Yet another set piece of 
drama showed how a Zulu King Shaka purportedly used semi-naked women to surround him 
and disempower the enemy before his soldiers could pounce on them. 
 
A number of songs that depict stereotypes identified and these are shown in the table below. 
 

Artist Song Implication 

Paul Matavire Honour Ladies Women can only get jobs 
through sex and not on 
merit. Women are after 
riches. 

Varume ipwere Men behave like babies  

  
Idioms 
 

Participants perform a drama to show boy preference 
in education. Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya 
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 Musha mukadzi 

 Chembere mukadzi hazvienzani nekurara mugota 

 Amai mugoti havaperi kukotwa 

 Mukadzi mutsvuku tsvuku akasaroya anoba 

 Rume risinganyepi hariroore 

 Nhamo inhamo amai havaroodzwe 

 Rinonyenga rinohwarara rinozosimudza musoro rawana 

 Mukwasha muonde haaaperi kudyiwa 

 Kutsva kwendebvu varume vanodzimurana 

 Yazvara nhongo yazvara sheche 

 Chenga ose manhanga hapana risina mhodzi 

 Rume rimwe harikombi churu 

 Zvikoni zvikoni mimba haibvi negosoro 

 Varume ipwere vanotoda kurezviwa sevana vacheche 

 Isimba kaviri kurwa nemukadzi weasipo 

 Mimba mukadzi mukuru hairevi chayadya 

 Tradition, culture and religion 
 The bible in Ephesians 5 vs 22 says wives submit to your husbands. This brings order 

and respect. 

 Women should be punished while men are unpunishable 

 Women have no authority and should be loyal to their husbands whereas men are 

heads of households and have full authority 

 Society prescribes dressing for women while men do not have restrictions on 

dressing 

 Men are perceived to be more intelligent and more understanding than women 

 Women are perceived to be rigid and resistant to change 

 Traditionally women are not allowed to sit on chairs and women not allowed to make 

key decisions in family gatherings. 

 Polygamy is acceptable to men only. 

 Wife inheritance is acceptable in most societies. 

 Household chores done by women and girls. 

 In some religions women must cover their faces and feet and whole body only her 

husband must see her. Women are helpers Hinduism, Christianity, Judaism, and 

Budhaism view men as superior than women. 

 Participation in church depends on the physiological set up of the individual for 

example if the women are menstruating they are not allowed to take part in church 

services as they are deemed unclean. In addition when women give birth there are 

restrictions as to when they can attend church services. 

Education 
 Education most favours the boy child 
 Women are less intelligent and lack understanding 

 Some participants were of the view that the affirmative action which sets different 

entry points for girls and boys creates conflict.  
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 In the Early Child Development classes mostly lady teachers are found yet men can 

equally do the task. 

Media stereotypes 
Presenting on media stereotypes Priscilla Maposa stated that the media refers to the multiple 
forms of communication that are used to convey messages. These can be print, audio and 
visual methods. However quite often media also helps to reinforce certain stereotypes. 
Through advertisements in some media publications that portray women as sex objects. 
Language used is embedded with stereotypical connotations for example to say: sexy, babes, 
brave, masculinity beauty. Image: nudity, roughness and smoothness of skin. Participants 
also noted that some textbook pictures tend to suggest that some professions are for men 
while others are for women. For example, medical doctors, engineers are mostly depicted as 
men while nurses and shopkeepers are shown as women trades. 
 
Effects of media on gender 
More often participants mentioned that media reporting is biased towards women. Domestic 
work is advertised using women and outdoor work is portrayed as a men’s domain. Nude 
pictures of women are used to advertise new cars. Also when marketing products, most 
beerhall waitresses are females and these appear to be used to attract customers. Media also 
tends to put men first ahead of women when reporting news. Media portrays women as weak, 
they tend to put men to higher ranks. Even in churches men are shown as taking the leading 
role. 
 
Gender and governance 
The gender and governance module explores issues of equal representation and participation 
between men and women. It analyses the primary function of local government which is 
service delivery and how issues of governance affect and are affected by gender dimensions. 
 
In this session, participants defined governance as a process that concern issues of power, 
authority and control. They highlighted that gender and governance are linked therefore there 
is need to balance the decision-making structures in council. 
 
There were discussions on the Mtinso framework which analyses issues of access, 
participation, and transformation to explore factors that inhibit women from participating in 
decision making. The framework analyses factors that affect women’s participation in local 
government. During this session Priscilla Maposa highlighted that women should not be 
relegated to lowly tasks such as giving prayers in council meetings but should meaningfully 
contribute to debates that interrogate service delivery issues in council. She urged women to 
be assertive and endeavour to change systems and patriarchal structures that impede their 
development. Priscilla also spoke about the need to ensure that systems and practices in 
council support the participation of women in council business. For example this includes 
setting aside appropriate times for full council meetings as opposed to convening meetings at 
times that most women would be wanting to attend to their household chores. 
 
Commenting on the issue of time one participant remarked; 
 

“Our full council meetings usually start at 4:30pm and this is the time that most women 
officials and councillors would be expected to be home to start cooking for the evening. This 

renders ineffective participation by women. As such we shall review and agree on a time 
that suits everyone and takes into consideration the concerns of women.” 
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When asked to highlight factors that inhibit effective participation of women in governance 
issues, participants noted the following; 

 Women’s household chores and multiple roles in the home 
 Inferiority complex by women 
 Entrenched cultural and religious beliefs 

 Lack of resources to fund their political activities 
 Lack of mentoring by other women or other men who have participated and won 

elections. 
 Electoral systems favour male participation. The men formulate the rules of the political 

game bent on patriarchy and this automatically disqualifies the women.  

 Women lack confidence to occupy certain key positions.  
 Male attitude towards women. Men believe that women cannot lead or assume higher 

decision making positions. 

 Risk of exploitation by influential men who tend to use women to undermine each 
other. 

 Women are denied access by their partners. 
 Lower levels of education among the majority of women. 
 Women do not support each but would rather support the male counterparts. This is 

normally referred to as the pull her down syndrome. 
 
Priscilla pointed out that there are some electoral systems that structurally bar the effective 
participation of women in politics. She gave reference to the First Past the Post (FTPT) system 
that is used in countries like Lesotho, and Zimbabwe which give an unfair advantage to men 
in these countries.  However, for Zimbabwe the country has come up with strategies to 
address this aspect by adopting electoral systems such as proportional representation that try 
to balance and ensure the equal representation of men and women. Expectations are also 
high to see the outcome and impact of the local government bill that is currently under 
consideration in the Zimbabwe Parliament. Political parties are also urged to make reforms 
within their structures that allow for fair play and that encourage women to participate 
meaningfully. 
 
Conflict resolution 
This session was facilitated by Tapiwa Zvaraya who is the GL monitoring and evaluation 
officer. He helped participants define conflict simply as a state of disagreement. Tapiwa 
highlighted that a conflict situation can occur at different levels, that is, international level, 
regional level, local level, community level, and household level. Intrapersonal conflict also 
occurs within individuals. Participants also noted that conflict can be both constructive and 
destructive. 
 
The majority of participants noted that quite often, there is conflict between council and the 
residents, as well as between councillors and officials. The group also noted that managing 
conflict for example through harmonisation of laws and also giving feedback on council 
projects was necessary to keep conflict at bay. However some participants noted that where 
a conflicting issue ultimately benefits the majority of people it is necessary to sometimes to 
use some force to resolve the issue. A case in point was cited as building a dam that will 
benefit 500 households when one or few households is opposing such capital projects.  
 
Gender planning concepts 
 
Practical and strategic gender needs 
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Councils in their day to day business, try to ensure that practical and strategic gender needs 
are met. Participants were taken through the exercise on practical and gender needs after 
which they defined practical needs as basic or immediate needs that councils should provide. 
This includes, housing, water provision, refuse collection, health care and cemetery services. 
Strategic needs were defined as long term needs that will result in positive changes being 
obtained at individual or community level. The establishment of plantations by Makoni Rural 
District council was given as an example of a strategic need. 
 
Gender mainstreaming 
As expected by the participants, the session on gender mainstreaming was an integral part of 
the workshop. Participants first defined gender mainstreaming as a process of noting and 
analysing the implications of any intended action for women and men. It was emphasised that 
gender mainstreaming should be part of the project cycle. A summary of the ten 
commandments of gender mainstreaming was also given as shown below: 

 
Thorough group work, participants then read the case study on Bringing hope to Citizen X 
and identified the following situations tabulated below. 
 

Issue Policies/Actions Responsibility 

Rape  Report to police 
 Awareness 
 Advocacy 

 Institutions e.g. 
Churches, schools, VFU, 
NGOs 

HIV/AIDS  Access to Post Exposure 
prophylaxis 

 Zimbabwe Republic 
Police (ZRP) 

 Min of Health 

School drop out  Guidance and 
counselling 

 School 

Unemployment  Indigenisation  Central government 

Ten Commandments of Gender mainstreaming 
 Have a political champion. 

 Have a stand-alone policy, but make sure that this is cross- referenced with every 

other policy. 

 Make sure the policy covers internal workplace practices as well as service 

delivery.  - Practice what you preach!!  

 Mainstreaming must inform your priorities and choice of programmes - for 

example, what weight is given to community services; HIV and AIDS; vs building  

a stadium 

 Mainstreaming must be built into the project cycle - have women and men been 

consulted? E.g. on where to locate the Borehole? 

 Mainstreaming must reflect in budgets – e.g. what proportion of budget is going 

to HIV/AIDS, environment, youth, and women programs? etc. 

 Gender management system must have structures – e.g. having gender focal 

points/committees that play a coordinating role. 

 Have targets, indicators, time frames etc. 

 Build mainstreaming into job descriptions, performance evaluations, and HR 

reward systems. 

 Capacity building - awareness raising; analytical skills, empower the drivers of 

change. 
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Issue Policies/Actions Responsibility 

 Local economic 
development 

Single parenting  Socio economic groups 
interventions 

 Local and central 
government, NGOs 

Unemployment  Indigenisation; SMEs  Local authority 
 Min of Youth, SMEs, 

Women Affairs 

Unplanned settlement  Properly planned low 
cost housing schemes 

 Local authorities; central 
government 

HIV/AIDS  Voluntary counselling 
and Testing 

 Health institution and 
NGOs 

Abuse  Awareness 
 Advocacy 
 Counselling 

 Institutions 

Malnutrition  Feeding Schemes  Government Schemes 

Gender Discrimination  Awareness programs  
 Advocacy 

 Local authority; NGOs 

Water and Electricity  Proper planning  Local government 

Corruption  Enforcement of Law  Anti- corruption 
commission 

 Zimbabwe Republic 
Police (ZRP) 

Education  Free Education policy 
 

 Council 
 Government 

Illegal vending   Proper vending space  Local authority 

 
Gender Blind Policies 
Using the 2009 City of Harare Housing Policy to interrogate gender aware and gender blind 
policies, participants concluded that the gender policy was blind as it did not take into account 
the needs of women. They noted that the aspect of gender was mentioned throughout the 
article but noted that women occupied the lower level job that are less influential whereas 
their male counterparts dominated the upper level where key decisions are made. To alleviate 
this anomaly participants noted that deliberate policies such as affirmative action and other 
quota system would result in more women occupying leadership positions. After analysing the 
case study, participants were able to define gender blind as those policies that do not 
recognise differences between men and women and gender aware policies that recognise that 
men and women have an important role to play in society. Gender aware policies also take 
into account that women’s involvement is also determined by gender relations. 
 
Sex Disaggregated Data 
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In any organisation big or small, data is the main foundation of information, knowledge and 
ultimately the wisdom for correct decisions and actions. Data management is an important 
aspect in any data gathering exercise. Having sex disaggregated data or classifying data 
according to sex is an equally critical part of gender statistics in organisations. Participants 
analysed the sex disaggregated data exercise and realised that having sex disaggregated data 
enables councils to have efficient and quality data as well as a comprehensive understanding 
of users of basic services. Reflecting on how they are managing data in their respective 
councils, some of the participants indicated that they 
were not disaggregating data by sex in councils while 
others also indicated that when compiling their records 
at clinics they often disaggregate data by sex. 
However after going through this exercise, participants 
highlighted that there was a need to have sex 
disaggregated data in councils. They observed that 
this data would be used as a monitoring and 
evaluation tool and also be used as pointers on areas 
that need to be improved. 
 
When collecting data in councils, participants were 
urged to design their forms as shown in Picture A as 
opposed to Picture B which attempts to collect data 
based on the gender of the individual. 
 
 
Gender budgeting 
The gender budgeting exercise demands that participants apply gender mainstreaming 
concepts through reviewing and ensuring an equitable allocation of resources. They go 
through the amounts allocated in the case study and to attempt to re allocate the budgets by 
making consideration of their impact to both men and women. To most participants, the 
common observation was that the amounts allocated had no weighting done to reflect the 
proportion of men and women. It was worth noting that adequate consultations are needed 
when planning for economic development and recreation, soccer stadiums, water infra 
structure, waste management, maternal health, and roads infrastructure. Overall, participants 
noted that gender budgeting reduces occurrences of GBV and reduces conflicts, improves 
service delivery and saves resources. 
 
The majority of participants revealed that the budgeting exercise was an eye opener to them 
since on the ground they were not practicing 
gender budgeting. Others cited their lack of 
knowledge on gender dimensions as one of the 
contributing factors. 
 
At the end of the session, participants were able 
to define gender responsive budgeting as the 
allocation of resources in an equitable manner 
and according to the needs of the client. They 
were able to distinguish between gender specific 
budget and gender mainstreamed budget. 
Participants also noted that ensuring gender 
responsive budgeting required councils to have 
gender aware procurement policies in place.  
 

Locadia Nyamidzi presenting on 

gender budgeting exercise. Photo: 
Tapiwa Zvaraya 

Picture A 

 
 
Picture B 
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Gender and the economy 
 
Participants analysed the “Lie of the Land” and Job description of a housewife exercises which 
show that women are always overwhelmed by the multiple roles they perform at home. These 
include cleaning, cooking, gardening, fetching water, firewood, communal work cattle herding, 
washing, child bearing and in some instances cattle herding. Participants also noted that men 
normally do paid work while women often unpaid household chores. It was also noted that 
socialization had led to stereotypical beliefs that a woman’s place was in the home. 
 
Care-work in local authorities 
 
Care work is normally viewed as volunteer work done by women to assist chronically ill 
patients. This includes people living with HIV/AIDS, orphans, the disabled and the elderly. In 
addition, participants acknowledged that traditionally, care-work was done within the confines 
of the home where naturally most caregivers women. However, with the increasing knowledge 
on gender equality and the dynamic nature of gender roles, participants noted that care work 
is a responsibility for both men and women. Globally, care work is increasingly becoming part 
of service delivery, where councils are expected to plan and provide support to care-givers. 
While most participants noted that there was need to support care givers with material and 
financial resources, the major constraint facing councils was the lack of adequate resources 
to channel towards care-work. However some councils rely on support from funding partners 
who sometimes give some tokens to appreciate the invaluable work that care givers do. 
 
Notwithstanding the challenges posed by lack of financial resources councils were urged to do 
everything in their power and view care-work as a component of service delivery, and to put 
measures to support care-work activities. Despite the challenges faced, there was need for 
councils to assist in every way possible to boost the morale of the caregivers. 
 
Gender and Local Economic Development (LED) 
Local Economic Development is an initiative that entails creating conditions for economic 
growth and employment creation by making use of local resources. It is imperative for councils 
to come up with locally based economic activities that are able to sustain livelihoods and 
improve the local economy. 
 
To assess the availability, and access of household goods in councils, participants were asked 
to analyse the “wake-up model” found in the module on gender and economic development. 
The model assesses the type of goods and services that people use when from the time they 
wake up to the time they leave for work.  During the analysis, it emerged that some of the 
goods mentioned by participants were goods perceived to be readily available in their 
respective localities. 
 
This session made participants to realise that they are already implementing some LED 
initiatives in their localities. For instance, Mvurwi Town has a deliberate policy to employ the 
locals in any council driven project. The council also has elderly women who have volunteered 
to sweep the town clean every Saturday. The council has helped the old grannies to start 
income generating projects.  However some participants noted that while some councils are 
already promoting local economic development, these initiatives may need to be 
mainstreamed to achieve greater impact. 
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Gender, Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
 
Globally issues of climate change affect men and women in varying proportions. Thus the 
gender mainstreaming discourse cannot be complete without adequately addressing such 
topical issues. Participants understood climate change as change in weather patterns 
attributed to direct or indirect human activities after a prolonged period of time. Climate 
variability was also simply defined as fluctuations in weather patterns. The fluctuations 
comprising climate variability can influence patterns of rainfall, temperature and other 
variables on timescales anywhere from a few weeks to a few decades.  
  
Climate change issues also threaten sustainable development which participants defined as 
development that ensures that the needs of the current generation are met without 
necessarily compromising access to the same resources by future generations. Common 
human activities such as stream bank cultivation, indiscriminate cutting down of tress, burning 
veld fires, sand poaching as well as land degradation by mining companies pose enormous 
challenges to the environment and contribute to negative changes in the climate. This 
subsequently affects sustainability.  
 
Figure 1: Effects of Climate Change 

 
 
Figure 1 shows some of the negative changes brought about by climate change. Quite 
obviously, these changes definitely do not guarantee sustainable development. Further to the 
discussion, other participants felt that climate change needs to be looked at with a global 
perspective noting that other developed countries need to ratify and be bound by the Kyoto 
Protocol. 
 
Mitigation of climate change by councils 
As part of the discussions on climate change, participants came up with suggestions that could 
be used to mitigate the effects of climate change. One participant from mentioned that he 
devised a mechanism to contain siltation in some part of the Save riverbed by making use of 
iron sheets as barriers to divert sand and the flowing water. His creative efforts however need 
to be up scaled through funding support so that the solution can be done at a large scale. 
Some of the mitigation measures include; 

CLIMATE 
CHANGE

Increase 
in  global 
warming

Shorter 
rain

season

Rising 
Sea Level

Droughts
/Famine
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 Upscaling efforts to contain siltation efforts in riverbeds 
 Ensuring that gas emissions meet EMA specifications 
 Use of fireguards 
 Reforestation 
 Afforestation 

 
Participants also went through the gender dimensions of climate change where they noted 
that a great number of women compared to men were mostly affected in the following areas: 

 Migration 
 Scarcity of Water 

 Increase in school drop-outs 
 Unequal distribution of land 
 Compromise in health issues 
 Depressive symptoms 
 Increase in Gender Violence 

 
Gender Based Violence 
 
GL’s Kevin Chiramba led participants on the 
discussion on GBV. First there was a 
presentation on the findings from the GBV 
Indicators study conducted by GL in 2012. This 
showed the prevalence of GBV in the 10 
provinces.  
 
The findings highlighted that GBV was rife 
especially in Mashonaland Central province with 88% of women reporting experience of 
intimate Partner Violence (IPV) in the lifetime. Gross underreporting was also a major 
characteristic of the findings across all the provinces.  
 
Participants were asked whether or not they thought GBV was a key service delivery issue. 
Both men and women alike concurred that they were being affected by it therefore it was 
essential that as local authorities they play a role in reducing the levels of GBV in their 
localities. Some even suggested that councils could work with the Zimbabwe Republic Police 
to conduct awareness raising campaigns on GBV. 
 
Further discussions centred on the relationship between the GBV research and the COE 
process. Participants noted that there was a correlation between the findings in the GBV study 
and the COE work. Some of the participants said the findings will help strengthen their GBV 
Action plans, target interventions as well as monitor and evaluate their progress in ending 
GBV. 
 
Outputs 
 
The direct outputs of the workshop were as follows:  
 Sanyati Rural District Council Draft Gender and GBV Action Plan. 
 Mhondoro - Ngezi Rural District Council Draft Gender and GBV Action Plan. 

 Mvurwi Town Council Draft Gender and GBV Action Plan. 
 Redcliff Municipality Draft Gender and GBV Action Plan. 
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Next Steps and lessons learnt from the workshop 
The respective councils were asked to make short presentations on their encounters with the 
action planning sessions as well as well as shedding light on what they propose to do after 
the workshop: 
 
Mvurwi Town Council is committed to lead while others follow. The council committed to 

 Operationalise the action planning. 
 Mainstream in all areas and especially land allocation 
 Disaggregate data by sex in its data collection. 
 Mobilise community based organisations, and the Zimbabwe republic Police in gender 

based violence prevention campaigns. 
 
The Municipality of Redcliff highlighted that they had learnt a lot from the day one to day 
three of the workshop. They are committed to 

 Formulate a gender policy 
 Appoint departmental gender focal persons   
 Develop a local economic development policy 
 Link their website with GL to enhance greater networking and exchange of information. 

 
In addition Sanyati RDC committed to 

 Formulate a gender policy 

 Amend some policies e.g. staff development in line with what was learnt at the 
workshop 

 Establish a gender committee by December 2016 
 Establish a gender help desk by December 2016 
 Come up with a policy on environment management especially on chemicals 

 
Finally Mhondoro-Ngezi RDC mentioned that they are one of the youngest rural district 
councils after their demerger with Sanyati and Kadoma. They also committed to; 

 Formulate a  gender policy 
 Improve working patterns 
 Set up a multi sectoral gender committee 
 Improve on local economic development initiatives 
 Improve programming on sexual reproductive health issues 
 Create a multi sectoral information desk. 

 
 
Closing remarks 
The Town Clerk for Redcliff Municipality Ms Elizabeth Gwatipedza remarked that the 3 day 
workshop was very fruitful. She realised that as councils, “we have been doing things but 
institutionalising them.”  She said that the workshop helped councils to know that activities 
need to be documented. It is also important for councils to implement what they learnt in 
budget consultation. She also emphasised the need to for continuous capacity building across 
the political divide where Gender Links can be invited to facilitate. She mentioned that her 
council will increase efforts to collaborate with the Ministry of Women Affairs especially in 
organising events such as the 16 days of Activism against gender violence. 
 
The chairperson of Mhondoro-Ngezi thanked GL for planning the workshop which sharpened 
the skills of council personnel. He urged all participants to use what was learned in the 
workshop to improve on their service delivery. 
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The chairperson for Sanyati RDC, Councillor Tachiona urged all participants to take ownership 
to enhance sustainability of the programme in their localities. He urged Ministry of Health and 
Home Affairs to do more in curbing gender based violence. He said GL’s methodology of 
working with Councils was the best one as councils are closer to people and will enhance a 
wider programme impact. He however lamented that due to gold panning which is almost 
everywhere in Sanyati, school dropouts and prostitution are a common features in the majority 
of youth. In this regard he invited GL to come and carry out awareness campaigns together 
with Sanyati RDC. 
 
Alderman Mudavanhu from Mvurwi Town Council said the workshop helped to clarify two 
terms that are often misconstrued that 
is sex and gender. He said, “The 
knowledge gained will help to sharpen 
our paths and make them clear.” 
Particularly important was that 
councils came to plan so it is expected 
that the councils will implement their 
plans to fruition.  
 
Ms Locardia Nyamidzi from the 
Ministry of Women Affairs thanked GL 
for the effort put in sensitising 
communities on gender 
mainstreaming.  
 
On behalf of GL, Priscilla Maposa 
thanked the participants and all 
stakeholders for taking time to attend 
the 3 day workshop. She said GL had also learnt a lot from the contributions made by 
participants. She urged councils to make use of their action plans and also to attract funding 
through them. 
 
Lastly the Acting District Administrator for Sanyati RDC mentioned that the whole workshop 
was an eye opener to her and that the gender issues learnt at the workshop will help improve 
their district. 
 
  

Dzosai Muzvidziwa Acting District Administrator 

for Sanyati District giving her closing remarks. 

Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya 
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Annexes 

 

Annex A: Programme 

DAY/TIME ACTIVITY TIME WHO 

DAY ONE:  

8:00 – 8:30 Registration 30 min GL 

8:30 – 8:45 Opening 15 min GL/GFP 

8:45 – 9:00 Introductions and objectives 
Expectations from participants 
Guidelines for participation 
Eyes and Ears 

15 min GL/GFP 

Key gender concepts 

9:00 - 10:00 Centres of Excellence for gender mainstreaming in local 
government 

1 hour GL 

10:00 - 11:00 Sex and gender 
 

1 hour GL 

11:00 - 11:30 TEA   

11:30 - 12.00 Stereotypes 
- Group work on stereotypes 

30 min All 

12.00 - 12:30 Report back 30 min  All 

Gender, governance and transformative leadership   

12.30 - 13:30 SADC Protocol on Gender and Development 
Access, participation, transformative leadership 

- Group work (role plays) 

1 hour All 

13:30 – 14:30 LUNCH  All 

Conflict resolution 

14:30 - 15:00 What is conflict?, Conflict at the local level 30 min GL 

15:00 - 15:30 Resolving conflict 30 min All 

15.30 - 15:45 TEA 30 min GL 

Gender Based Violence (GBV) 

15:45 - 17:00 Key GBV provisions in the SADC Protocol on Gender and 
Development. 

- Findings of the national GBV baseline study and link 
with COE 

- GBV as a key service delivery issue 
- What is the Sixteen Days of Activism (or other 

campaign to be taken up) 
- Discussion on various aspects of the 16 days 

campaign 

1 hour 15 mins GL 

17:00 Closure   

 
 

DAY TWO: 

Gender policy and planning concepts 

8.00 – 8.15 Recap   

8:15 – 9:30 Practical and strategic needs 
Gender mainstreaming 
Gender blind and gender aware policies 
Gender disaggregated data 

1 hour 15 mins All 
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Gender budgeting 
- Group work on gender mainstreaming concepts 

9:30 – 10:30 Report back on gender mainstreaming concepts 1 hour  

10:30 – 11:00 TEA  All 

Gender and the economy 

11:00 – 11:30 Care work 30 min GL 

Local Economic Development 

11:30 – 12:00 Gender and local economic development 
Strategies for local economic development 

30 min GL 

Sustainable Development (Climate Change) 

12:00 - 13:00 Definitions/background 
Impact of climate change on gender 

1 hour GL 

13:00 – 14:00 LUNCH  All 

Gender and Media Literacy 

14:00 – 14:30 Broken telephones; what is meant by 
communications; different forms of communication 
Campaigns and different elements of campaigns 

30 mins All 

14:30 – 15:30 Media monitoring 1 hour All 

IT for advocacy, including the use of cell phones 

15:30 – 16:00 - Understanding the internet 
- Council web pages 
- Social media – Facebook 
- Using cell phones for advocacy 

30 mins GL  

Developing Gender and GBV Action plans 

16:00 – 16:30 Action planning concepts for developing Gender and GBV 
action plan 
Allocation of groups for action planning 

30 mins All 

16:30 –17:00 TEA   

17:00 Closure  All 

DAY THREE:      

8:00 - 8:30 Recap of action plans   

8:30 - 10:00 Developing Gender and GBV action plans 1 hr 30 min All 

10:00 - 10.30                               TEA   

10:30 - 13:00 Developing Gender and GBV action plans 2hr 30 mins All 

13:00 - 14:00 LUNCH   

14:00 - 15:45 Review and consolidation of action plans 1 hr 45 mins All 

15:45 - 16:00                               TEA   

16:00 – 16:45 Presentations on action plans 
Submission of completed action Plans 

45 mins All 

16:45  Way forward and Closure   
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Annex B: Participant List 

 

Name Sex Council/Organisation Designation Email Address Cellphone 

Maposa Priscilla  F Gender Links Country Manager zimmanager@genderlinks.org.za  +263772735722 

Kevin Chiramba M Gender Links Sr Prog Officer zimsrprogofficer@genderlinks.org.za  +263772489772 

Tapiwa Zvaraya M Gender Links M&E Officer zimmande@genderlinks.org.za +263773955517 

Sheri Nyakudya  F Mvurwi Town Council Town Secretary sherinyax@yahoo.com +263775099585 

Violet Kuta  F Mvurwi Town Council Commissioner    +263733824163 

Vincent Murengwa  M Mvurwi Town Council Commission Chairman   murengwavincent@gmail.com +263772622734 

Charles Hodobo  M Mvurwi Town Council Commissioner hodobocharles@gmail.com +263772737565 

Blessing Chikoto  F 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Council Vice Chairperson   +263778275938 

Itai Mawonde M 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Chief Executive Officer imawonde@gmail.com +263772623013 

EP. Chengeta  M 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Council Chairperson   +263712324208 

Marisa C M 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Auditor charlesmanila10@yahoo.com +263772463690 

Vincent Masiiwa M Redcliff Municipality Councillor    +263782463786 

Josephine Mutamangira F Redcliff Municipality Councillor  jmutamangira@yahoo.com +263777301407 

Euphrasia Duro F Redcliff Municipality Councillor  meonchiko@gmail.com +263733719199 

Christina Chagwiza F Redcliff Municipality 
Director Housing and 
Community Services chagwizachristina@gmail.com +263773267636 

Nyaradzai Mugadza F Redcliff Municipality 
Senior Environmental 
Health Officer mugadzan@gmail.com +263773279012 

Elizabeth Gwatipedza F Redcliff Municipality Town clerk gwatipedza@gmail.com +263773207938 

Forgiveness Remba F Sanyati RDC Councillor   +263774101290 

Enia Kabvure F Sanyati RDC A/Treasurer sanyatirdc@gmail.com +263773877143 

Patience Murindi F Sanyati RDC Hr & Admin Officer sanyatirdc@gmail.com +263773629268 

Gladys Mudadi F Sanyati RDC Revenue Clerk   +263716860116 

mailto:zimmanager@genderlinks.org.za
mailto:zimsrprogofficer@genderlinks.org.za
mailto:zimmande@genderlinks.org.za
mailto:sherinyax@yahoo.com
mailto:murengwavincent@gmail.com
mailto:hodobocharles@gmail.com
mailto:imawonde@gmail.com
mailto:charlesmanila10@yahoo.com
mailto:jmutamangira@yahoo.com
mailto:meonchiko@gmail.com
mailto:chagwizachristina@gmail.com
mailto:mugadzan@gmail.com
mailto:gwatipedza@gmail.com
mailto:sanyatirdc@gmail.com
mailto:sanyatirdc@gmail.com
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Name Sex Council/Organisation Designation Email Address Cellphone 

Tachiona Tawanda M Sanyati RDC Council Chairperson   +263775533304 

Kudzai Zhanje F Mvurwi Town Council Accounts Clerk – Executive  kmzhanje@gmail.com +263774076060 

Violet Kachinda  F Mvurwi Town Council Women’s Club    +263736185122 

Vimbai Matara  F Mvurwi Town Council 
Personal Assistant – 
Executive  matara@yahoo.com +263773772115 

Loveness Mbewe  
F Mvurwi Town Council 

Administration Assistant – 
Executive  lovembewe86@gmail.com +263772650572 

Letwin Watambwa  
F 

Mvurwi Town Council 
Housing and Community 
Officer – Executive  wattslee86@gmail.com +263772622844 

Piody Nganwa F Mvurwi Town Council Registry Clerk – Executive  piodymabiza@gmail.com +263772623106 

Obadia Gapa  M Mvurwi Town Council 

Acting Finance & 
Administration Officer – 
Executive  obagapa@yahoo.co.uk +263773903919 

Knowledge Marusho  M Mvurwi Town Council Stores Clerk – Executive kmarusho@gmail.com +263772622738 

Tinashe Ruzvidzo  
M 

Mvurwi Town Council 
Building Inspector – 
Executive  trazotech@gmail.com +263772886448 

Sydney Chihombe  M Mvurwi Town Council Systems Administrator smchihombe@gmail.com +263773388232 

Richard Mudavanhu  M Mvurwi Town Council Alderman    +263779266653 

Willard Masimba 
M Mvurwi Town Council 

Assistant District 
Administrator – Executive  willard.masimba@gmail.com +263773195808 

Lloyd Gunguvu  M Mvurwi Town Council 
Community Services 
Assistant – Executive  lloydgunguvu@gmail.com +263773662733 

Tafanana Chirikumarara M Mvurwi Town Council Internal Auditor – Executive  tafanya82@gmail.com +263773089301 

Jefta Chikanyau  M Mvurwi Town Council Town Engineer – Executive jchikanyau@gmail.com +263784159741 

Mavis Mhlanga F 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Gender Focal Person mavisngoris@gmail.com +263713113114 

Miriam Jimha  F 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Civil Engineering Technician miriphiri@gmail.com +263712683760 

Muchenje Felistas F 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Assistant Admin Officer makatendekat10@gmail.com +263773364249 

mailto:kmzhanje@gmail.com
mailto:matara@yahoo.com
mailto:lovembewe86@gmail.com
mailto:wattslee86@gmail.com
mailto:piodymabiza@gmail.com
mailto:obagapa@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:kmarusho@gmail.com
mailto:trazotech@gmail.com
mailto:smchihombe@gmail.com
mailto:willard.masimba@gmail.com
mailto:lloydgunguvu@gmail.com
mailto:tafanya82@gmail.com
mailto:jchikanyau@gmail.com
mailto:mavisngoris@gmail.com
mailto:miriphiri@gmail.com
mailto:makatendekat10@gmail.com
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Name Sex Council/Organisation Designation Email Address Cellphone 

Malaulo Sibongile F 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Assistant Treasurer bongi32@gmail.com +263772547752 

Matingwina CG M 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Hr & Admin Officer cletumatingwina@gmail.com +263772115228 

Majoro Chewire M 
Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  
Council Town Superindent chemajoro@gmail.com +263773452688 

Edson Sithole  M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Social Services mhondorongezirdc@gmail.com +263717867253 

Sithole Timothy M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Planner timothysithole8@gmail.com +263779163655 

Kumbani Naison M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Councillor   +263773237144 

Chuma L M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Councillor   +263775215551 

Bartson K M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Councillor   +263773758994 

Rangwani R 
M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Councillor rangwanir@gmail.com +263772865859 

Hombe J 
M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Councillor   +263777458485 

Maukazuva M 
M 

Mhondoro-Ngezi Rural District  

Council Councillor   +263773170670 

Netsai Teclah. Mushaike F Redcliff Municipality Senior Nursing Officer teclahmushaike01@gmail.com +263773360289 

mailto:bongi32@gmail.com
mailto:cletumatingwina@gmail.com
mailto:chemajoro@gmail.com
mailto:mhondorongezirdc@gmail.com
mailto:timothysithole8@gmail.com
mailto:rangwanir@gmail.com
mailto:teclahmushaike01@gmail.com
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Name Sex Council/Organisation Designation Email Address Cellphone 

Lindiwe Whata F Redcliff Municipality 

Acting Principal Accountant 

Expenditure 
lindiwewhata@gmail.com 

+263773062020 

Enest Chigwagwa M Redcliff Municipality Town Planner chigwaz@hotmail.com +263734477807 

Japson Nemuseso M Redcliff Municipality Human Resource Manager japsonnemuseso@gmail.com +263772970383 

Kaiwell Musonza M Redcliff Municipality Community Services Officer kaiwell.musonza@gmail.com +263733616434 

Brighton Mangoma M Redcliff Municipality 

Acting Sewerage Treatment 

Superintendent mangomabrighton@gmail.com +263774027651 

Gilson M Chakauya M Redcliff Municipality Director of Finance gilsonchakauya@yahoo.com +263773466534 

Thembani P Kudhlande M Redcliff Municipality Town Engineer thembanipks@gmail.com +263772397695 

Philip Tshuma M Redcliff Municipality Councillor    +263734375092 

Chamunorwa Foroma M Redcliff Municipality Councillor  chamuforoma@gmail.com +263774894564 

Clayton Masiyatsva M Redcliff Municipality Councillor  csmasiyatsva@gmail.com +263783464925 

Henry S Muza M Redcliff Municipality Acting Chamber Secretary henrystabenmuza@gmail.com +263774485186 

Lovemore Borerwe M Redcliff Municipality Councillor    +263773939933 

Aston Muchuweni M Redcliff Municipality Councillor    +263775595280 

Idah Gora F Sanyati RDC Councillor   +263777921697 

Tryforce Chifombo F Sanyati RDC Councillor   +263772533565 

Locardia Nyamidzi F Sanyati RDC Min of Women Affairs CDO lnyamidzi@gmail.com +263773633879 

Dzosai Muzvidziwa F Sanyati RDC Assistant DA dee.muzvidziwa@gmail.com +26371641822 

Edith Chikuni F Sanyati RDC Receptionist edychikuni@gmail.com +263773714959 

Esinta Jambo F Sanyati RDC Receptionist   +263782487726 

Norman Chinyaure M Sanyati RDC Councillor   2.63773E+11 

Mutizwa Admire M Sanyati RDC Councillor   +263777981013 

mailto:lindiwewhata@gmail.com
mailto:chigwaz@hotmail.com
mailto:japsonnemuseso@gmail.com
mailto:kaiwell.musonza@gmail.com
mailto:mangomabrighton@gmail.com
mailto:gilsonchakauya@yahoo.com
mailto:thembanipks@gmail.com
mailto:chamuforoma@gmail.com
mailto:csmasiyatsva@gmail.com
mailto:henrystabenmuza@gmail.com
mailto:lnyamidzi@gmail.com
mailto:dee.muzvidziwa@gmail.com
mailto:edychikuni@gmail.com
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Name Sex Council/Organisation Designation Email Address Cellphone 

Chiore Tatenda M Sanyati RDC A/Social Services tatendachiore@gmail.com +263773532347 

Christian Mugobera M Sanyati RDC A/Engineer christianmugobera@gmail.com +263772869708 

Douglas Muperi M Sanyati RDC Driver   +263774579458 

Dambi Matope M Sanyati RDC Planning Officer evansmatoped@gmail.com +263772869708 

Munyaradzi Chakanetsa 
M Mvurwi Town Council 

Health & Hygiene Focal 

Person   +263772846689 

 

 

Attendance by Gender 
 

Female 31 39.7% 

Male 47 60.3% 

Total 78 100 

 
 

mailto:tatendachiore@gmail.com
mailto:christianmugobera@gmail.com
mailto:evansmatoped@gmail.com
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Annex C: Sanyati RDC Gender Action Plan 

 

SANYATI RDC COE GENDER PLANNING FRAMEWORK FOR LOCAL COUNCILS 

 

 
The fields to be completed are: 

 Why - What is the objective; starting point, answer the questions? 
 What is the indicator –How will progress towards achievement of this target be measured; for example percentage increase in women’s 

representation.  
 What is the action – What needs to be done for the target to be achieved?  
 Who –Which department/s unit/s is responsible of the action? 
 When – What is the timeframe in which this action should be completed? 
 Budget – What financial resources are required for this action to be completed? 
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BASELINE SDG targets PROPOSED 
POST 2015 

SADC 

PROTOCOL 
TARGET 

INDICATORS TARGET GROUP ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 
FRAME 

BUDGET  

GENDER POLICY FRAMEWORK 

Strategic objective: Increase council’s level of awareness around national, regional, international commitments that the country has made especially the 
Post 2015 SADC Protocol on Gender and Development, SDG s and the National Gender Policy 

What is the 
current level of 
awareness? 
Current level of 
awareness at 
50% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adopt and 

strengthen 
sound policies 

and 

enforceable 
legislation for 

the promotion 
of gender 

equality and 
the 

empowerment 

of all women 
and girls at all  

 

Laws and 

policies are 
accompanied 

by public 

awareness 
campaigns to 

demonstrate 
link between 

equal 
representation 

participation 

of men and 
women to 

democracy, 
good 

governance 

and citizen 
participation. 

An active 

gender action 
plan in draft or 

approved by 

council 
Gender 

sensitive 
council policies 

in draft or 
approved by 

council 

Policy makers 

Management 
Council employees 

Stakeholders(pressure 

groups, business 
community, NGOs, 

Faith Based 
organisations) 

Conduct 

awareness 
meetings 

and 

campaigns 

Gender 

sensitive 
policies & 

decision 

making  

HODs Quarterly  

Has a gender 
policy framework 
been drafted and 
approved? 
There is no 
stand-alone 
Gender Policy 
framework at the 
moment. The 
policy is being 

Laws and 
policies put in 

place to 

enable 
women to 

have equal 
opportunities 

with men to 

participate 

To create 
a gender 

policy 

framework 

Council 
policies 

guided 

by the 
policy 

Council June 
2017 
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formulated not 
yet approved. 
 
Does the council 

have a Gender 
champion at 

policy making 
level? 

The council does 

not have  Gender 
champion at 

policy making 
level 

Ensure 

women’s full 
and effective 

participation 
and equal 

opportunities 

for leadership 
at all levels of 

decision-
making in 

political, 

economic and 
public life. 

 Council have a 

Gender 
Champion at 

policymaking 
level 

Policymakers Provide 

policy 
makers to 

understand 
the roles 

of the 

gender 
champion. 

Time set 

aside for 
gender 

champion 
to 

address 

other 
policy 

makers  

Councilors December 

2016 
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

GOVERNANCE 

Representation 

Strategic objective: To ensure that 50% of decision-making positions in all public and private sectors are held by women including through the use of affirmative 
action measures. 

What is the 
% of women 
councillors in 
the local 
authority? 
What 
proportion of 
women 
councillors 
are there in 
leadership 
positions in 
Council, e.g. 
as chairs of 
committees? 
 
 
4 women 
(22%) 
14 males 
(78%) 
 
1 female 
councillor as 
chair of 
committee 

End all 

forms of 
discrimina

tion 
against all 

women 

and girls 
everywher

e  

 

By 2030 

ensure that 
50% of 

decision-
making 

positions in 

all public and 
private 

sectors are 
held by 

women 

including 
through the 

use of 
affirmative 

action 
measures. 

Percentage of 

women in 
local 

government 
 

Stakehold

ers 
political 

parties 
Women 

policymak

er 
 

 
 

    

Women 
policymak

ers 

- Sensitisation 

meetings with 
Stakeholders i.e. 

Government 
Ministries. 

 

- Government 
ministries will then roll 

out to communities 
through extension 

officers. 

 
-policy makers to 

sensitise the public 
especially women 

councillors to be role 
models   

 

 
 

 
 

More female 

candidates for 
leadership 

positions  
 

Council gender 

policy 
promoting 

inclusion of 
women in 

leadership 

posts 

ALL December 
2018 

 

Strategic objective :To educate communities and raise awareness about the importance of women’s equal representation in local councils 

Has there 
been a 50/50 

Ensure 

women’s 

Legislative 

measures 

Number of 

50/50 

Stakehold

ers 

 Improved 

women 

Councillors  

 

Quarterly   
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

campaign or 
any other 
awareness 
raising on 
women’s 
equal 
participation?  
 
Yes in 
conjunction 
with the 
ministry of 
women 
affairs 

full and 

effective 
participati

on and 

equal 
opportunit

ies for 
leadership 

at all 

levels of 
decision-

making in 
political, 

economic 
and public 

life 

 

and public 

awareness 
campaigns to 

emphasise 

that women’s 
representatio

n and 
participation 

are an 

important 
component 

of democracy 
and good 

governance.  
 

 

 
 

 
 

campaigns 

held 

(women 

groups, 
men’s 

forums) 

Conduct 50/50 

campaigns  
 

Capacity building of 

women through 
trainings.  

representation 

in local 
development 

committees  

Council 

employees 

Political participation 
Strategic objective: To increase participation by women because their concerns are often side-lined or overshadowed by political party concerns. 

Is there a 
platform 
where 
women from 
different 
political 
parties come 
together to 
discuss their 
concerns?  
 

Ensure 

women’s 
full and 

effective 
participati

on and 
equal 

opportunit

ies for 
leadership 

at all 

Policies, 

strategies 
and 

programmes 
for the 

establishmen
t and 

strengthenin

g of 
structures to 

enhance 

Type of 

policies, 
strategies and 

programmes 
put in place to 

ensure equal 
representation 

of women and 

men in 
decision-

making for 

Stakehold

ers 
(women 

groups 
political 

parties 
men’s 

forum) 

Empowering female 

councillor to advocate 
for their concerns. 

(through gender 
awareness trainings) 

Time created 

and set aside 
to discuss 

women’s 
concerns at 

party meetings   

Female 

Councillors  

December 

2018 
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PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

There is no 
platform for 
such. 

levels of 

decision-
making in 

political, 

economic 
and public 

life 

 

gender 

mainstreamin
g.  

building the 

capacity of 
women to 

participate 

effectively 
through 

leadership 
and gender 

sensitivity 

training and 
mentoring 

Percentage of 
women in 

political 
leadership 

positions.  

Has any 
networking 
been done 
with other 
women’s 
platforms at 
other levels 
e.g district, 
provincial 
and national? 
 
Yes through 
workshops 
and 
conferences. 

Heads of 

departme

nts in gvt 
departme

nts at 
district 

and 

provincial. 
All 

legislators  

 

Encourage 

participation in 
district, provincial and 

national level activities 
 

Social networking  

 

Participation in  

(district 
agricultural 

show, 
provincial food 

fair, ZITF) 

 

Stakeholder

s  

 

Yearly  

 

Strategic objective : To empower women councillors to advocate for gender equality 

Has there 
been a skills 
audit? What 
kinds of skills 
exist? 

Enhance 

the use of 
enabling 

technolog
y, in 

particular 

informatio
n and 

communic
ations 

Building the 

capacity of 
women to 

participate 
effectively 

though 

leadership 
and gender 

sensitivity 

Percentage 

men/women 
in Gender 

activities 
including 

gender 

training and 
community 

mobilisation 
activities. 

Women 

Councillor
s. 

 

Conduct skills audit  
 

 

 

Audit Report  

 

Min of 
Women’s 

affairs 

 

Yearly 

 

What training 
has already 
been done? 
 

Women 

and men 
groups. 

Financial 

 

Conduct training on 
lagging skills  

 

Improved 
understanding 

by women 

councillors in 

 

HODs & 
MWAGCD 

 

Quarterly 
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PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

There hasn’t 
been a skills 
audit. 
No training 
has been 
done so far. 
No training 
has been 
done so far. 
No training 
has been 
done so far 

technolog

y, to 
promote 

the 

empower
ment of 

women  

 

training and 

mentoring. 
 

Percentage of 

women in 
business. 

Number of 

women 
trained. 

Number of 
trainings 

carried out. 

 
 

Institution

s 

gender 

activities. More 
community 

mobilisation 

activities  

Strategic objective : To empower men on gender issues and mobilise their support 

What training 
has already 
been done – 
how many 
men 
participated? 

 By 2030, 

State Parties 
must ensure 

the inclusion 

of men in all 
gender-

related 
activities, 

including 
gender 

training and 

community 
mobilisation. 

Number of 

men trained. 
Number of 

trainings 

carried out 

Males To conduct trainings 

on gender issues 

Increased 

participation in 
gender related 

activities 

Council & 

MWAGCD 

Quarterly  

Have any 
dialogues 
with male 
Cllrs been 
held? 

 Number of 
dialogue with 

male 

councillors 

Male 
councillors 

 
To conduct dialogues 

Participation of 
male 

councillors at 

trainings 

Council & 
MWAGCD 

  

Public participation 

Strategic objective : To ensure that women and men participate equally in local government and  community matters  

What is the 
representatio
n of women 
and men in 

Ensure 
women’s 

full and 
effective 

participati

By 2030 
ensure that 

50% of 
decision-

making 

Percentage of 
women and 

men in ward 
committees. 

Communit
y ( local 

leadership 
) 

- Sensitisation 
meetings with 

communities 

Co-option of 
women in local 

leadership 
position 

Councillors December 
2018 
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PROTOCOL 
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INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

ward 
committees? 
 
None 

on and 

equal 
opportunit

ies for 

leadership 
at all 

levels of 
decision-

making in 

political, 
economic 

and public 
life 

 

positions in 

all public and 
private 

sectors are 

held by 
women 

including 
through then 

use of 

affirmative 
action 

measures. 

Are there 
gender 
disaggregate
d statistics on 
the 
consultative 
meetings? 
 
None 

 Women and 

men 
participate 

equally in all 
governance 

structures.  

Disaggregated 

statistics 

Council 

employee
s GFP, 

governme
nt 

employee

s, Central 
statistical  

office and  

Create sex 

disaggregated data  

Gender 

disaggregated 
statistics 

All December 

2016 

 

Have any 
workshops 
been 
conducted 
with men’s 
groups? 

 Ensure the 
inclusion of 

men in all 
gender 

related 

activities, 
including 

gender 
training and 

Number of 
workshops 

conducted 
with men’s 

groups. 

Number of 
men 

participating 

Men’s 
groups 

Conduct workshops  Increased 
participation of 

men in gender 
activities 

All December 
2018 
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PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

community 

mobilisation. 

in gender 

activities. 

PLANNING 

Strategic objective: To ensure that targeted planning and service delivery takes place in the council women are consulted equally in policy-making processes. 

Is the 
Council’s 
strategic plan 
gender 
aware? 

 

 

Gender 
responsive 

council 
strategic plan 

All 
stakehold

ers 

Review council 
strategic plan 

Gender 
sensitive plan 

All December 
2017 

 

Strategic objective: To ensure that women are consulted about their needs when drawing up Council plans. 
Has the 
gender desk 
been involved 
in the 
strategic 
planning 
process? 
Have the 
views of 
women and 
men been 
taken into 
account in 
the plan? 

 Equal 

participation 
of women 

and men in 
policy 

formulation 

and 
implementati

on of 
economic 

policies.  
 

Established 

gender desk 
 

 

All 

stakehold
ers 

Establish gender desk Operational 

gender desk 

Gender 

focal person 

December 

2017 

 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES AND ENVIRONMENT 

Strategic objective: To increase the representation of women employed in council by 3,3% per annum by  2030 
 What steps 
have been 

By 2030, 

achieve 

At least 50% 

of decision-

Percentage of 

women in 

Councillor

s and 

-To implement all 

gender issues 

 Managemen

t 
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PROTOCOL 
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INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 
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BUDGET  

taken to 
prioritise 
gender equity 
in 
performance 
plans? 
-Gender 
issues being 
incorporated 
in the CIPA 
and DIPAs of 
HODs and 
work plans of 
all other 
employee 

 
 
 

full and 

productive 
employme

nt and 

decent 
work for 

all women 
and men, 

including 

for young 
people 

and 
persons 

with 
disabilities

, and 

equal pay 
for work 

of equal 
value  

 

making 

positions in 
the public 

and private 

sectors are 
held by 

women 
including the 

use of 

affirmative 
action 

measures.  

elected 

positions with 
a bearing on 

economic 

decision 
making 

Percentage of 
women in 

relevant 

ministries at 
national and 

local level 
   

Departments 
and 
committees of 
Council 

Managem

ent 
-

Traditiona

l and 
religious 

leaders 
-Political 

leadership 

according to the CIPA 

and DIPAs. 

- a gender 

sensitive 
organisational 

culture  

All 

employees 
 

By January 

2017 
 

What are the 
current 
gender 
statistics of 
employees in 
the local 
authority?  
47 males 
11 females 
 
What % men 
and women 
occupy 
management 
positions – 

Review, 

amend and 
enact laws 

and policies 
that ensure 

women and 
men have 

equal access 

to wage 
employment 

in all sectors 
of the 

economy.  

 
 

 Formulate a 

recruitment policy that 
encourages women 

candidates to apply. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Formulate staff 
development policy 

that gives equal 

opportunities to both 
men and women. 

Increased 

number of 
women 

employed in 
council. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Equal number 

of men and 

women in 

HR 

Committee 
Full Council 

 
 

 
 

 

HR 
Committee 

 Full Council 

By June  

2017 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

By Dec 2017 
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PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
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PROTOCOL 
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INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

what is the 
breakdown 
per 
department? 
 
2 women 
(33%) 
4 men (67%) 
 
 

management 

positions 
 -Staff 

Development 

Policy 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Selection and recruitment 

Strategic objective: To ensure that the recruitment and selection process offers equal opportunity to women  

 What kind of 
employment 
equity plan is 
in existence? 
Not in 
existence 

Adopt and 

strengthe
n sound 

policies 
and 

enforceabl

e 
legislation 

for the 
promotion 

of gender 
equality 

and the 

empower
ment of 

all women 
and girls 

at all 

levels  

 

Affirmative 

action 
measures 

with 
particular 

reference to 

women in 
order to 

eliminate all 
barriers that 

prevent them 
from 

participating 

meaningfully 
in all spheres 

of life and 
create a 

conducive 

environment 
for such 

participation.  

 

Number of 
policies and 

procedures 
reviewed to 

be gender 

sensitive 
 

Payroll audit 

 -Formulate 

recruitment and 
selection policies that 

give equal 
opportunities to both 

men and women.  

Equal number 

of men and 
women in 

council. 

- HR 

Committee 
 -Council 

By  June 

2017 

 

What are the 
targets for 
ensuring 
women’s 
equal 
representatio
n at all 
levels? 

Councillor
s, 

Managem
ent and 

Employee

s 

Formulate staff 
development and 

recruitment and 
selection policies that 

encourage equal 

representation 

-equal 
representation 

at all levels 

- HR 
Committee 

 -Council 

By June 2017  
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PROTOCOL 
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S 
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Has gender 
been 
incorporated 
into policies 
and 
processes? 
 Yes it has 

Eradication of 

occupational 
segregation 

and all forms 

of 
employment 

discriminatio
n.  

Gender policy  Formulate stand-alone 

gender policy 
Ensure gender 

balance in interview 

panels 

Gender 

sensitive 
policies and 

processes 

 By Dec 2017  

Are women 
and men paid 
equally for 
the work they 
do? 
 
Yes pay is 
equal across 
jobs. 

By 2030, 

achieve 
full and 

productive 
employme

nt and 

decent 
work for 

all women 
and men, 

including 

for young 
people 

and 
persons 

with 
disabilities

, and 

equal pay 
for work 

of equal 
value  

 

Equal pay for 

equal work 
and equal 

remuneration 
for jobs of 

equal value 

for women 
and men; 

and  
 

payroll  Implement the 

provisions of the 
enabling legislation. 

Men and 

women equally 
paid for the 

same job. 

 Dec 2016  
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PROTOCOL 
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S 
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What is the 
policy on 
maternity 
leave and 
paternity 
leave?  
As per 
Labour Act  
(28:01) 
provisions 

Adopt and 

strengthe
n sound 

policies 

and 
enforceabl

e 
legislation 

for the 

promotion 
of gender 

equality 
and the 

empower
ment of 

all women 

and girls 
at all 

levels. 

 

Enact and 

enforce 
legislative 

measures 

prohibiting 
the dismissal 

or denial of 
recruitment 

on the 

grounds of 
pregnancy or 

maternity 
leave.  

Draft or 

adopted 
Policy in place 

for maternity 

leave and 
paternity 

leave policy  

 Implement the 

provisions of the 
enabling legislation on 

maternity leave. 

Women due for 

maternity leave 
being granted 

the leave  

HR 

Committee 
Full Council 

Dec 2016  

Capacity building 

Strategic objective: To ensure that training is done to educate all employees and community groups on gender mainstreaming 

 What training 
has already 
been done? 
 WASH 
Gender Policy 
now in place. 

Ensure 
women’s 
full and 
effective 
participa
tion and 
equal 
opportun
ities for 
leadershi

Ensure equal 

participation 

of women 
and men in 

decision 
making by 

putting in 

place 
policies, 

strategies 

Number of 

capacity 

training given 
on policies 

and 
strategies. 

Employee

s and 

communit
y groups 

-Setting up of a 

gender committee. 

-Conducting gender 
awareness program 

-Training on  gender 
mainstreaming 

Gender equity  By Dec 2016  
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S 
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p at all 
levels of 
decision 
making 
in 
political, 
Economi
c and 
public 
life. 

and 

programmes 
for the 

establishmen

t and 
strengthenin

g of 
structures to 

enhance 

gender 
mainstreamin

g.  

Work conditions and environment 

Strategic objective: To address all issues of sexual harassment in the Council 
Is there a 
sexual 
harassment 
policy in 
existence?  
Not existent 

Eliminate 

all forms 
of 

violence 

against all 
women 

States Parties 

shall: 
by 2030, enact 

and enforce 

legislation 
prohibiting all 

Percentage of 

women and 
men 

experiencing 

sexual 

 Implement the 

provisions of the 
enabling legislation 

Nonexistence 

of sexual 
harassment 

cases at the 

work place. 

 By Dec 2016  
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What kind of 
safety 
measures are 
in place 
currently? 
 

and girls 

in the 
public and 

private 

spheres, 
including 

trafficking 
and 

sexual 

and other 
types of 

exploitatio
n  

 

forms of 

gender based 
violence;  

 

Ensure that 
perpetrators of 

gender based 
violence, 

including 

domestic 
violence, rape, 

femicide, 
sexual 

harassment, 
female genital 

mutilation and 

all other forms 
of gender 

based violence 
are tried by a 

court of 

competent 
jurisdiction 

harassment in 

work place  

Employee

s, 
Job 

seekers 

and 
clients 

- Create awareness on 

sexual harassment 
within council 

employees. 

-Offer support to 
victims of sexual 

harassment. 
- ensure a conducive  

environment at the 

workplace 

    

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Strategic objective : To facilitate access to equal economic employment opportunities 
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S 
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Is there 
gender 
disaggregate
d data on 
jobs created 
through 
Council local 
economic 
development 
activities?   
 
No gender 
disaggregate
d data in 
place 
 
 
 
 

Undertake 

reforms to 
give 

women 

equal 
rights to 

economic 
resources, 

as well as 

access to 
ownership 

and 
control 

over land 
and other 

forms of 

property, 
financial 

services, 
inheritanc

e and 

natural 
resources, 

in 
accordanc

e with 
national 

laws. 

SDG 8 – 

 

By 2030, 

review, 
amend and 

enact laws 

and policies 
that ensure 

women and 
men have 

equal access 

to wage 
employment 

in all sectors 
of the 

economy. 
 

Percentage of 

women and 
men in 

economic 

decision 
making 

disaggregated 
according to a 

mapping of 

various 
economic 

decision 
making 

processes 
within the 

region that 

feeds into a 
broadened 

definition of 
economic 

decision 

making 
positions. 

 

Men  

Women  
Youths  

People 

living with 
disability. 

OVC,s 
 

Compile registers for 

people operating 
income generating 

projects 

Data in place Finance 

committee 
and 

planning 

and 
developmen

t HRD 
committee 

 

Aug 

2016to31 
December 

2016 

$200 

 
 

 

  By 2030, 

ensure 

  

 

Formulate property 

ownership policy  

Property 

records 

Social 

Services 
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that all 

men and 
women, in 

particular 

the poor 
and the 

vulnerable
, have 

equal 

rights to 
economic 

resources, 
as well as 

access to 
basic 

services, 

ownership 
and 

control 
over land 

and other 

forms of 
property, 

inheritanc
e, natural 

resources, 
appropriat

e new 

technolog
y and 

financial 
services, 

including 

 

 
 

 

 
 

indicating 

access to 
property of 

men and 

women 
including the 

poor and 
vulnerable 

Committee, 

Full Council  

December 

2017 
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but not 

limited to 
microfinan

ce as a 

the 
primary 

source of 
access. 

Strategic objective : To provide gender aware support to the emerging business sector including micro enterprise 

How gender 
aware is 
Local 
Authorities 
assistance to 
the 
development 
of local 
businesses 
with an 
emphasis on 
emerging 
businesses.  
 
Currently 
assistance 
rendered is 
not gender 
sensitive. 

By 2030, 

ensure 

that all 
men and 

women, in 
particular 

the poor 
and the 

vulnerable

, have 
equal 

rights to 
economic 

resources, 

as well as 
access to 

basic 
services, 

ownership 

and 
control 

over land 
and other 

State parties 

shall by 

2030, adopt 
policies and 

enact laws 
which ensure 

equal access, 
benefits and 

opportunities 

for women 
and men in 

trade and 
entrepreneur

ship, taking 

into account 
the 

contribution 
of women in 

the formal 

and informal 
sectors. 

Policies and 

programmes 

in place to 
support 

entrepreneurs
hip 

development; 
especially for 

women, 

youth, people 
with 

disabilities 
and emerging 

entrepreneurs

. 

Men  

Women  

Youths  
People 

living with 
disability. 

OVC,s 
GBV 

survivors- 

emerging 
entrepren

eurs  
 

To conduct 

Consultative  

meetings to empower 
emerging businesses 

on gender issues 
 

 

Emerging 

business 

gender aware  
 

 
 

HRD 

committee 

Planning 
and 

developmen
t  

Min small 
and medium 

enterprises 

June 2017  
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forms of 

property, 
inheritanc

e, natural 

resources, 
appropriat

e new 
technolog

y and 

financial 
services, 

including 
but not 

limited to 
microfinan

ce as a 

the 
primary 

source of 
access. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Strategic objective : To ensure that women and men have equal access to appropriate financial resources 
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Does the 

Local 
Authority 

have any 

programmes 
financial 

schemes or 
influence 

over any 

financial 
schemes to 

assist LED? 
Are these 

gender 
aware?  

 

 Local 
authority has 

programmes 
to assist LED 

eg women’s 

savings clubs 
and health 

clubs and 
they are 

gender 
aware. 

By 2030 

ensure 
that men 

and 

women 
have 

access to 
appropriat

e and 

inclusive 
financial 

services 
and that 

these are 
designed 

and 

implement
ed to 

address 
the access 

to finance 

barriers 
faced by 

women in 
particular.  

Policies and 

laws that 
determine 

access to, 

control of, 
and benefit 

from 
productive 

resources by 

women in 
order to 

ensure that 
women have 

equal access 
and rights to 

credit, 

capital, 
mortgages, 

security and 
training as 

men.  

Number of 

emerging 
entrepreneurs 

that have 

succeeded in 
securing 

funding for 
their 

business?  

 Number 

of women 
 Number 

of men 

 Number 

of People 
With 

Disability 
 Number 

of youth 

 Number 

of GBV 

survivors 

Men  

Women  
Youths  

People 

with 
disability. 

OVC,s 
GBV 

survivors- 

emerging 
entrepren

eurs  
 

 Formulate gender 

aware financial 
schemes to assist LED 

Emerging 

entrepreneur 
assisted 

With funds 

 

Finance 

Committee 
Financial 

institutions 

Prominent 
local    

business 
persons 

December 

2017 

 

Strategic objective: To ensure that women and men have equal access to new technologies for improving the efficiency of their enterprises 

Does the 

Council have 
any 

technology 
schemes, 

Build 

resilient 
infrastruct

ure, 
promote 

Ensure that 

women have 
equal rights 

to access 
training and 

Number of 

women with 
access to 

training and 
opportunities 

Men  

Women  
Youths  

To coordinate 

trainings and 
workshops at ward 

level 
 

Trainings 

conducted  

MYIEE December 

2017 
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programmeso

r influence 
over any 

technology 

schemes to 
assist LED? 

Are these 
gender 

aware? 

A technology 
programme is 

there but 
there is no 

gender aware 

inclusive 

and 
sustainabl

e 

industriali
sation and 

foster 
innovation

. 

opportunities 

in 
technological 

fields such as 

IT and 
engineering. 

in 

technological 
fields. 

Number of 

men with 
access 

training and 
opportunities 

in 

technological 
fields. 

 

People 

with 
disability. 

OVC,s 

GBV 
survivors- 

emerging 
entrepren

eurs  

 

 

Procurement 

Strategic objective: To ensure that women benefit equally from the procurement processes which they have historically been excluded from. 

What 
proportion of 
Local 
Authorities 
tenders and 
contracts 
over the last 
year went to 
women? Is 
there a policy 
and or point 
system in 
place to 
redress gaps?  
 
No sex 
disaggregate

By 2030, 

empower 

and 
promote 

the social, 
economic 

and 
political 

inclusion 

of all, 
irrespectiv

e of age, 
sex, 

disability, 

race, 
ethnicity, 

origin, 

State Parties 

shall, by 

2030, and 
with regard 

to the 
affirmative 

action 
provisions of 

Article 5, 

introduce 
measures to 

ensure that 
women 

benefit 

equally from 
economic 

opportunities, 

Percentage of 

tenders and 

contracts 
awarded to 

men and 
women. 

 Women  

Men  

Formulate 

procurement policy  

 

 Sex 

disaggregated 

data in place. 
 

Equal access 
for men and 

women  to 
tenders and 

contracts 

 

 HRD 

committee 

Tender 
board 

committee 
Min of small 

and medium 
enterprises 

December 

2018 
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

d data kept 
and no policy 
in  place to 
redress the 
gaps 

religion or 

economic 
or other 

status  

Promote 

public 
procurem

ent 
practices 

that are 

sustainabl
e, in 

accordanc
e with 

national 

policies 
and 

priorities  

 

Achieve 
gender 

equality 

and 
empower 

all women 
and girls. 

 

including 

those created 
through 

public 

procurement 
processes. 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
Strategic objective: To ensure that local authorities understand climate change and sustainable development issues.  
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

Has there 
been a 
gender aware 
audit done of 
climate 
change and 
measures to 
mitigate its 
effects and 
likely effects 
 
 
Not done 

Promote 

mechanis
ms for 

raising 

capacity 
for 

effective 
climate 

change-

related 
planning 

and 
managem

ent in 
least 

developed 

countries 
and small 

island 
developin

g States, 

including 
focusing 

on 
women, 

youth and 
local and 

marginaliz

ed 
communiti

es. 

State Parties 

shall by 
2030,  

employ 

people-
centred, 

equitable, 
inclusive and 

participatory 

consultations 
of all 

stakeholders 
including 

women and 
men in all 

environment

al 
management

, and climate 
change for 

sustainable 

development 
programmes 

and 
initiatives 

Percentage 
households 
with access to 
electricity. 
 
Percentage of 
households 
with access to 
clean water. 
 
Percentage 
compliance to 
EMA 
regulations 
and other 
related 
statutes. 
 
Availability of 
the audit 
report. 
 
Percentage of 
women, men, 
indigenous 
peoples, and 
local 
communities 
with  
secure rights 
to land, 

Communit

y 
Organisati

ons 

Institution
s 

 

Facilitate gender 

aware audit for 
climate change 

Audit report  Land use 

planning 
conservatio

n committee 

EMA 
Forestry 

Dept of MET 
 

 

December 

2017 
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

  State Parties 

shall by 2030 
should 

provide 

access to 
clean water 

and 
renewable 

energy 

technologies 
to all 

households, 
particularly 

to rural 
women, 

including by 

investing in 
and 

promoting 
the 

development 

of alternative 
safe and 

clean 
energies 

(such as 
hydropower 

and solar) in 

order to 
reduce 

reliance on 
non-

sustainable 

property, and 
natural 
resources, 
measured by 
(i)  
percentage 
with 
documented 
or recognized 
evidence of 
tenure, and 
(ii) percentage 
who perceive 
their rights 
are recognized 
and protected 

  Borehole drilling 

Coordinating 
workshop with various 

stakeholders 

 

Access 

 to safe water 
 

Engineering’

, Social 
Service 

Finance and 

Private 
partners 

October 2017  
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

energy 

sources.  
 

Strategic objective: To involve women, as key stewards of the environment, in environmental preservation and conservation. 

Are women 
involved in 
drawing up 
policies and 
plans for 
“going green” 
 
Consultations 
are being 
done with 
relevant 
stakeholders 
both men 
and women 

Improve 

education, 
awareness

-raising 
and 

human 
and 

institution

al capacity 
on climate 

change 
mitigation

, 

adaptatio
n, impact 

reduction 
and early 

warning  

Integrate 

climate 
change 

measures 
into 

national 

policies 
strategies 

and 
planning 

State Parties 

shall design 
gender 

responsive 
capacity 

building, 
education, 

and training 

on 
environment

al 
management

, and climate 

change for 
sustainable 

development 
initiatives 

Council has a 

gender 
responsive 

LED plan to 
promote 

income 
opportunities 

for sustainable 

energy and 
recycling 

projects. 
 

Percentage of 

women in 
decision 

making. 
 

Percentage of 
women to 

men 

participating 
in consultation 

meetings. 

Civic 

groups. 
Women. 

Stakehold
ers (Cllrs, 

Mgt etc) 
 

Awareness campaigns 

 
Capacity building of 

women through 
trainings 

 
Draw up a segregated 

data of men and 

women who are 
consulted 

  
LED policy 

encompassing 

environmental 
sustainable strategies 

 

Sex 

disaggregated 
database 

established  
 

Behaviour 
change 

especially in 

women 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Functional LED 

policy 

Land use 

planning 
and 

conservatio
n committee 

,EMA, 
councillors, 

women 

leaders, 
traditional 

leaders, All 

December 

2017 
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BASELINE SDG 

Target 

PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

 

Strategic objective: To make women and men lead in projects and green business ventures, e.g. waste management. 

Are there any 
women and 
men leading 
in green 
business 
ventures? 
 
Both men 
and women 
involved in 
green 
business 
ventures eg 
Seke 
irrigation 
scheme  

By 2030, 
ensure 

sustainabl

e food 
productio

n systems 
and 

implement 
resilient 

agricultur

al 
practices 

that 
increase 

productivit

y and 
productio

n, that 
help 

maintain 
ecosystem

s, that 

strengthe
n capacity 

for 
adaptatio

n to 

climate 
change, 

extreme 
weather, 

State Parties 
shall by 2030 

develop and 

implement 
gender 

responsive 
policies, 

strategies, 
projects and 

programmes 

for 
environment

al 
management

, disaster 

reduction 
especially on 

climate 
change for 

sustainable 
development. 

Council with 
costed gender 

action plans 

on 
environmental 

management, 
climate 

change and 
sustainable 

development. 

 
Percentage of 

women 
leading the 

projects and 

business 
ventures 

 
Percentage of 

men leading 
the projects 

and business 

ventures 

Women. 
Companie

s. 

institution
s 

Awareness meetings  
 

Implement  Disaster 

and Risk Management 
policy 

 
Engage PPPs on 

projects for both men 
and women 

 

Sex 
disaggregated 

database 

 
Functional 

Disaster and 
Risk 

Management 
policy 

 

 
Increase in 

registered 
projects for 

both men and 

women in 
council area. 

Clean up 
campaigns  

 
 

 

All- Council, 
technical 

colleges, 

universities, 
private 

organisation
s, public 

organisation
s, civic 

organisation

s, NGOS etc 

 Dec 2017  
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BASELINE SDG 
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PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

drought, 

flooding 
and other 

disasters 

and that 
progressiv

ely 
improve 

land and 

soil 
quality. 

 

Strategic objective: To prioritise the needs of women and children in emergencies and disasters. 

How gender 
aware are 

existing 
disaster 

management 

plans?  
 

Existing 
disaster 

management 

plans lacks 
gender 

awareness 

Strengthe
n 

resilience 
and 

adaptive 

capacity 
to climate 

related 
hazards 

and 

natural 
disasters 

in all 
countries. 

State Parties 
shall by 2030 

develop and 
implement 

gender 

responsive 
policies, 

strategies, 
projects and 

programmes 

for 
environment

al 
management

, disaster 

reduction 
especially on 

climate 
change for 

Council with 
costed gender 

action plans 
on 

environmental 

management, 
climate 

change and 
sustainable 

development. 

Disaster 
management 

policy 

Relevant 
stakehold

ers 

Amend the existing 
disaster management 

policy to make it 
gender aware. 

 

 

Gender 
sensitive 

disaster 
management 

policy. 

Gender 
focal 

person, 
policy 

makers, Min 

of Women 
Affairs, 

Social 
services 

committee, 

EMA, 
managemen

t. Land use 
planning 

and 

conservatio
n committee 

Dec 2017  
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sustainable 

development 
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BASELINE SDG PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATOR

S 

TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME 

FRAME 

BUDGET  

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Housing 

Strategic objective: To promote the equal rights of women to land tenure  
What 
proportion of 
land is 
owned by 
women and 
what 
proportion is 
jointly 
owned? 

By 2030, 
ensure 

access for 
all to 

adequate, 

safe and 
affordable 

housing 
and basic 

services 
and 

upgrade 

slums. 

 

Collect and 
analyse 

baseline 
data against 

which 

progress in 
achieving 

targets will 
be 

monitored. 

National laws 
on inheritance  

Percentage of 
women 

owning land 

and houses 
 

Existence of a 
gender 

sensitive 
housing and 

land policy. 

 
Availability of 

disaggregated 
data on 

waiting list 

and allocation 
list. 

 
women 

 

-Creation of land bank 
 

 
 

-National housing 

policy enforcement 
and application 

 
 

-Dis- aggregation of 
waiting list data and 

land use planning 

 
-TBA 

-Maps and 
diagrams 

 
 

 

-Policy 
documents 

 
 

 
-Allocation of 

stands 

 
 

Tba 

Ministry of 
lands  

 
Ministry of 

housing 

 
Local 

authority 
 

Agritex 

  

Strategic objective: To ensure women’s equal access to housing. 
Do any 
policies exist 
to ensure 
women’s 
access to 
land tenure?  

Undertake 
reforms to 

give 
women 

equal 

rights to 
economic 

resources, 
as well as 

State parties 
shall by 

2030, review 
all policies 

and laws that 

determine 
access to, 

control of, 
and benefit 

National laws 
on inheritance  

Percentage of 
women 

owning land 

and houses 
 

Existence of a 
gender 

 -Obtain policy 
documents 

 
 

 

- Obtain policy 
documents 

 
 

- policy 
documents 

 
 

- policy 

documents 
 

 
 

Ministry of 
lands  

 
Ministry of 

housing 

 
Local 

authority 
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access to 

ownership 
and 

control 

over land 
and other 

forms of 
property, 

financial 
services, 

inheritanc

e and 
natural 

resources, 
in 

accordanc

e with 
national 

laws  

 

from, 

productive 
resources by 

women in 

order to: 
End all 

discriminatio
n against 

women and 
girls with 

regard to 

water rights 
and property 

such as land 
and tenure 

thereof; 

sensitive 

housing and 
land policy. 

 

Availability of 
disaggregated 

data on 
waiting list 

and allocation 
list.           

Craft council housing 

policies in line with 
national policy 

guidelines 

 

 

-Approved 
council 

housing 

policies 
document 

 
 

tba 
 

 

 
Agritex 

What kind of 
consultation 
process 
exists in 
residential 
design? 

By 2030, 
ensure 

access for 
all to 

adequate, 
safe and 

affordable 

housing 
and basic 

services 
and 

upgrade 

slums. 

 

Availability of 
consultation 

minutes 
 

Availability of 
gender 

sensitive data 

collection 
tools 

 -Use of waiting list 
_Normal outreach 

budget consultations 
-Technical 

consultation with 
relevant gvt 

departments e.g. 

physical planning 

-Approved 
layout plans 

-Pegged 
serviced 

stands 

   

Water and sanitation 
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Strategic objective: To ensure that women, who are disproportionately  affected by inadequate service delivery, are provided with affordable access to basic 
services   
What 
services are 
currently 
being 
provided and 
at what cost? 

By 2030, 
achieve 

universal 
and 

equitable 
access to 

safe and 

affordable 
drinking 

water for 
all 

 

 

State parties 
shall by 

2030, review 
all policies 

and laws that 
determine 

access to, 

control of, 
and benefit 

from, 
productive 

resources by 

women in 
order to: 

a.End all 
discriminatio

n against 
women and 

girls with 

regard to 
water rights 

and property 
such as land 

and tenure 

thereof; 

National laws 
on inheritance  

Percentage of 
women 

owning land 
and houses 

 

No. of 
functional safe 

water sources 
 

No of 

functional 
public toilets 

close to 
homes and 

markets 
 

Reduced 

numbers of 
reported 

cases on 
blockage per 

month 

 
 

Community 
 

Institutions 
Schools 

 

-Upgrading and 
rehabilitation of water 

supply systems 
-Upgrading and 

rehabilitation of sewer 
reticulation 

-Periodic and routine 

maintenance of roads 
-Timeous and regular 

refuse collection  
-Extend public lighting 

to areas without  

-Constant 
water supply 

 
-Reduced 

blockages 
 

-Trafficable 

roads 
 

-Waste free 
environment 

-Extended 

lighting 
coverage 

   

What kind of 
consultation 
process has 
there been in 
the past? 

By 2030, 

achieve 
access to 

adequate 

and 
equitable 

sanitation 
and 

hygiene 

for all and 
end open 

defecation
, paying 

special 
attention 

to the 

needs of 
women 

and girls 
and those 

in 

 --Annual budget 

consultation meetings 
-Regular wardco and 

viddco meetings 

-Consultation with 
government ministries 

-Annual 

meetings 
 

-Regular 

meetings 
-Regular 

meetings 

   

What is the 
percentage 
total 
coverage 
(urban and 
rural) of 
sanitation 
facilities  
 

 -Providing software 

thru training by ngo 
and dwssc 

-Construction of 

toilets at schools and 
clinics 

-Functional 

and adequate 
toilets 
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vulnerable 

situations  

 

Social development 

Strategic objective: To make community and sporting facilities more accessible to women and girls and ensure that they benefit equally from such facilities. 
 

 
What kind of 
work is/ has 
been done 
with 
women’sacce
ss  to 
sporting and 
recreational 
facilities 

By 2030, 
provide 

universal 
access to 

safe, 

inclusive 
and 

accessible
, green 

and public 

spaces, in 
particular 

for 
women 

and 
children, 

older 

persons 
and 

persons 
with 

disabilities  

 

Collect and 

analyse 
baseline data 

against which 

progress in 
achieving 

targets will 
be 

monitored. 

Percentage of 
collected 

revenue 
against set 

target. 

 
Availability 

gender and 
social 

inclusion 

facilities 

Community 
Schools 

 
Women 

 

 

-Plan for sporting 
facilities at ward level 

-Accessible 
sports fields 
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BASELINE SDG PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATORS TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPU

T  

WHO  TIME FRAME BUDGET  

SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH, HIV AND AIDS AND WELL BEING 

Strategic Objective: To reduce the maternal mortality ratio by at least 75% by 2030. 

What is the 
Maternal 
mortality 
ratio 

3. Ensure 
healthy lives 

and promote 

well-being for 
all at all ages 

State parties 
shall by 2030 

in line with the 

SADC Protocol 
on Health and 

other regional 
and 

international 
commitments 

by Member 

states on 
issues relating 

to health, 
adopt and 

implement 

legislative 
frameworks, 

policies 
,programmes 

and services to 
enhance 

gender 

sensitive, 
appropriate 

and affordable 
quality health 

care. 

Maternal 
mortality ratio 

WCBA 
(15-49) 

-Create more heath 
centres  

-Establish mobile 

clinic units 
-Procure 

ambulances 

-Clinics 
with 

maternit

y 
facilities 

-
Ambula

nce 

SOCIAL 
SERVIC

ES 

  

What is the 
percentage of 
births 
attended by 
skilled health 
personnel 

Percentage of 
births attended 

by skilled health 
personnel 

WCBA 
(15-49) 

--Create more heath 
centres  

-Establish mobile 
clinic units 

-Procure 

ambulances 
-Recruitment of 

medical staff eg 
midwives 

-Clinics 
with 

maternit
y 

facilities 

-
Ambula

nce 

SOCIAL 
SERVIC

ES 

  

What is the 
coverage of 
iron 
-folic acid 
supplements 
for pregnant 
women 

Coverage of iron 

 
Coverage of 

folic acid 
supplements for 

pregnant 

women 

WCBA 

(15-49) 

-Improve storage 

facilities for folic 
acid supplements at 

health centres 
-Provide bicycles to 

VHW for distribution 

of folic acid 
supplements 

-

Increase
d 

distribut
ion of 

folic 

acid 
supplem

ents 

SOCIAL 

SERVIC
ES 

  

What is the 
contraceptive 
prevalence 
rate  

Develop and 
implement 

policies and 

programmes to 

Contraceptive 
prevalence rate  

WCBA 
(15-49) 

-Educate public on 
merits of using 

contraceptives 

-
increase

d 

contrace

MOHC
W 
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PROTOCOL 
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ACTIONS OUTPU

T  

WHO  TIME FRAME BUDGET  

address the 

mental, sexual 
and 

reproductive 

health needs 
of women and 

men in 
accordance 

with the 

Programme of 
Action of the 

ICPD and the 
Beijing 

Platform for 
Action. 

-increase 

distribution points 
Free distribution of 

contraceptives 

ptive 

uptake 

What is the 
met demand 
for family 
planning 

Met demand for 
family planning 

WCBA 
(15-49) 

-public awareness 
and education 

 

-
increase

d 

demand 
for 

family 
planning 

services 

MOHC
W 

  

What is the 
Percentage of 
young people 
receiving 
comprehensiv
e sexuality 
education-  

 Percentage of 
young 

people(10-24) 
receiving 

comprehensive 

sexuality 
education 

10-24 girls 
and boys 

-create peer 
education groups in 

conjunction with 
partners 

-distribute sex 

education material 
to young people 

-create young 
centres  

-integrate youth 
activities with sex 

education 

-
improve 

access 
to 

informat

ion 
sextualit

y 

SOCIAL 
SERVIC

ES 

  

Strategic objective: Ensure health facilities are accessible to women 

How many 
mobile clinics 
are there 
currently? -
one 
 
 

Achieve 

universal 
health 

coverage, 
including 

financial risk 

protection, 
access to 

State parties 

shall by 2030 
in line with the 

SADC Protocol 
on Health and 

other regional 

and 
international 

Number of 

static clinics or 
mobile clinics 

existing in the 
local authority 

area. 

 
 

All age 

groups  
Male and 

female 

-Source mobile clinic 

units for rural 
communities 

-Offer support to 
MOHCW in form of 

fuels and vehicle 

servicesin rural 
areas 

-More 

easily 
accessib

le 
mobile 

clinics 

- 

MOHC

W 
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ACTIONS OUTPU

T  

WHO  TIME FRAME BUDGET  

Which 
communities 
do these 
clinics 
service?-Fast 
track 

quality 

essential 
health-care 

services and 

access to 
safe, 

effective, 
quality and 

affordable 

essential 
medicines 

and vaccines 
for all  

 

commitments 

by Member 
states on 

issues relating 

to health, 
adopt and 

implement 
legislative 

frameworks, 

policies 
,programmes 

and services to 
enhance 

gender 
sensitive, 

appropriate 

and affordable 
quality health 

care. 

Population 

served from 
catchment area 

HIV AND AIDS AND CARE WORK 

Prevention 

Strategic objective: To establish the gendered dimensions of HIV/AIDS  

Does the 
Council have 
gender 
disaggregate
d data on 
HIV and 
AIDS? 
 
Non existent 

By 2030, end 
the epidemics 

of AIDS, 

tuberculosis, 
malaria and 

neglected 
tropical 

diseases and 

combat 

By 2030 state 
parties shall 

develop 

gender 
sensitive 

strategies to 
prevent new 

infections, 

taking account 

Statistics on 
HIV and AIDS 

and other 

diseases that 
are gender 

disaggregated 
and include 

youth, and 

All age 
groups  

Male and 

female 

-Source from NAC 
and MOHCW 

-
Informa

tion for 

decision 
making 
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SADC 

PROTOCOL 
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INDICATORS TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPU

T  
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Do 
prevention 
campaigns 
emphasise 
differences in 
power 
relations 
between 
women and 
men? and 
Socio-cultural 
differences 
between 
women and 
men 
 
Not yet 

hepatitis, 

water-borne 
diseases and 

other 

communicabl
e diseases  

 

of the unequal 

status of  
women, and in 

particular the 

vulnerability of 
the girl child as 

well as harmful 
practices and 

biological 

factors that 
result in 

women 
constituting 

the majority of 
those infected 

and affected 

by HIV and 
AIDS. 

people living 

with disabilities. 

 -Create softwares to 

educate the 
community 

-

Trainnin
gs to 

commun

ities 

   

Do 
prevention 
campaigns 
emphasise 
the dangers 
of multiple 
concurrent 
partners?  
 

Both sex -Plan and mobilise 

resources to 

conduct prevention 
campaigns 

- 

Conduct 

preventi
on 

campaig
n 

SOCIAL 

SERVIC

ES 

  

Strategic objective: To hold gender-awareness campaigns 

Is the female 
condom 
available?   
 
 
 

By 2030, 
ensure 

universal 
access to 

sexual and 

reproductive 

Adopt and 
implement 

legislative 
frameworks, 

policies, 

programmes 

Number of 
female condoms 

issued 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Women 

 

-Source and 
distribute freely 

female condoms 

-
Increase

d access 
to 

female 

condom

MOHC
W 
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If so where? 

health-care 

services, 
including for 

family 

planning, 
information 

and 
education, 

and the 

integration of 
reproductive 

health into 
national 

strategies 
and 

programmes. 

 

and services to 

enhance 
gender 

sensitive, 

appropriate 
and affordable 

quality health 
care. 

 

 
 

Proportion of 

female condoms 
placed at 

convenient 
places 

Men s from 

clinics 

Strategic objective: To ensure that messages of generational sex and multiple partners are addressed 

How has the 
local 
authority 
participated 
in awareness 
campaigns in 
the past?   
Has the local 
authority 
actively 
participated 
and promote 
the 16 Days 

By 2030, 
ensure 

universal 
access to 

sexual and 

reproductive 
health-care 

services, 
including for 

family 

planning, 
information 

and 
education, 

Adopt and 
implement 

legislative 
frameworks, 

policies, 

programmes 
and services to 

enhance 
gender 

sensitive, 

appropriate 
and affordable 

quality health 
care. 

Number of 
campaigns 

Reports 
submitted 

All age 
groups 

-national calendar 
campaign 

programmes coming 
through relevant 

government 

departments 
-organise and fund 

the 16 day 
campaign 

 SOCIAL 
SERVIC

ES 
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Campaign in 
the past? 

and the 

integration of 
reproductive 

health into 

national 
strategies 

and 
programmes. 

 

Are there any 
awareness 
campaigns in 
the Council 
on the link 
between 
gender 
violence, HIV 
and AIDS?  

Information on 
services 

available to 
survivors of 

gender based 

violence AND 
Laws on 

gender based 
violence 

provide for the 
comprehensive 

testing, 

treatment and 
care of 

survivors of 
sexual 

offences, 

which shall 
include 

preventing the 
onset of 

sexually 
transmitted 

infections. 

Number of 
campaigns held 

 

All age 
groups  

Male and 
female 

Create a 
programme for the 

campaigns 

Program
me for 

awarene
ss 

campaig

ns 

   

Strategic objective: To educate women who are not aware of the need to avail themselves of Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP) and emergency contraception 
in the event of a sexual assault. 

Is PEP readily 
available at 
all health 
facilities?  If 

Eliminate all 

forms of 
violence 

against all 

States Parties 

shall, by 2030, 

ensure that laws 

on gender 

Number of 

clinics offering 
PEP 

Statistics 

All age 

groups 

-create extra 

storage for pep at 
existing clinics 

-MORE 

CLINICS 

SOCIAL 

SERVIC
ES 
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not, at how 
many 
facilities is it 
available? 

women and 

girls in the 
public and 

private 

spheres, 
including 

trafficking 
and sexual 

and other 

types of 
exploitation  

 

based violence 

provide for the 

comprehensive 

testing, 

treatment and 

care of survivors 

of sexual 

offences, which 

shall include: 

a. emergency 
contraceptio
n; 

b. ready 

access to 

post 

exposure 

prophylaxis 

at all health 

facilities to 

reduce the 

risk of 

contracting 

HIV; and 

c. preventing the 

onset of       

sexually 
transmitted 

infections 

-use mobile clinics 

for distribution 
-capacitate village 

health workers for 

effective distribution 
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Strategic objective: To educate women and men on voluntary counselling and testing which is a powerful tool for preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS. 
What is the 
% of men 
and women 
who go for 
VCT and 
Provider 
initiated 
counselling 
and testing? 

 Collect and 

analyse 
baseline data 

against which 
progress in 

achieving 

targets will be 
monitored. 

Proportion of 

men and 
women. 

Men and 

women 

-Create testing and 

counselling units at 
all health centers in 

conjunction with 
NAC ,MOH and 

NGOs 

-Train village health 
workers in 

counselling    

Increase

d of 
man 

and 
women 

going 

for VCT 

MOHC

W 

  

Treatment 
Strategic objective: To address unequal access to treatment; especially inhibitions by men to accessing treatment 
What 
proportion of 
women 
compared to 
men access 
free 
treatment? 

Ensure 

universal 
access to 

sexual and 
reproductive 

health and 
reproductive 

rights as 

agreed in 
accordance 

with the 
Programme 

of Action of 

the 
International 

Conference 
on Population 

and 

Development 
and the 

Beijing 

Ensure 

universal 
access to HIV 

and AIDS 
treatment for 

infected 
women, men, 

girls and boys 

by 2030. 

Percentage of 

men and 
women 

accessing free 
treatment 

All age 

groups 
Male and 

female 

-increase health 

centres 
-create more mobile 

clinic units and 
dispensaries 

-conduct primary 
health care 

campaigns 

Increase

d access 
to free 

treatme
nt  by 

both 
sexes 

MOHC

W 
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Platform for 

Action and 
the outcome 

documents of 

their review 
conferences  

 

Care 

Strategic objective: Ensure that the council addresses the gender dimensions of care work 

What 
proportion of 
care givers in 
the 
community 
are women?  

Recognize 

and value 
unpaid care 

and domestic 
work through 

the provision 

of public 
services, 

infrastructure 
and social 

protection 
policies and 

the 

promotion of 
shared 

responsibility 

State Parties 

shall, by 2020 
develop and 

implement 
policies and 

programmes to 

ensure the 
appropriate 

recognition of 
the work 

carried out by 
caregivers, the 

majority of 

whom are 
women, and  

to allocate 

Number of 

female care 
givers 

 
Proportion of 

male care givers 

Male and 

female 
care givers 

  SOCIAL 

SERVIC
ES 

  

Do care 
givers receive 
any 
remuneration  

 Male and 
female 

care givers 

-Sourcing funds for 
care givers 

-Care 
givers 

getting 
paid 

SOCIAL 
SERVIC

ES 

  

What support 
do care 
givers receive  

 Male and 

female 
care givers 

--Provide bicycles or 

vehicles to care 
givers 

-Provide uniforms 

and protective 
clothing 

-

Recruit
ment of 

care 

givers 

SOCIAL 

SERVIC
ES 
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Do care 
givers receive 
training? 
What kind?  

within the 

household 
and the 

family as 

nationally 
appropriate  

 

resources and 

psychological 
support for 

caregivers as 

well as 
promote the 

involvement of 
men in the 

care and 

support of 
people living 

with HIV and 
AIDS  
 
 

Reports  

Attendance 
registers 

Male and 

female 
care givers 

-Provide software -

Trainnin
gs done 

constant

ly 

SOCIAL 

SERVIC
ES 

  

Are there any 
efforts to 
involve more 
men in care 
work?  

 men -Provide software -Men 

participa

te 

SOCIAL 

SERVIC

ES 

  

ENDING GENDER BASED VIOLENCE 

Prevention 

  Strategic objective: To contribute to the SADC Gender Protocol target of reducing current levels of gender violence by 2030.  

 

What are the 
current 
statistics on 
Gender 
Based 
Violence in 
the local 
authority- 
The LA does 
not have the 
statistics 

Significantly 

reduce all 
forms of 

violence and 

related death 
rates 

everywhere. 

 

State Parties 

shall by 2030 
adopt 

integrated 

approaches, 
including 

institutional 
cross sector 

structures, 

with the aim of 
eliminating 

current levels 
of gender 

based violence. 

Existence of 

National/provinc
ial and local 

action plans to 

end Gender 
Based Violence 

Number of 
statistics 

Women 

and men 
Boys and 

girls- all 

vulnerable 
groups 

Policy 
makers, 

business 

community 
 

-obtain information 

from 
ZRP,ZPS,MOH,Wom

en affairs ministry 

,churches etc 
-conduct surveys 

and research to 
update statistics 

-create GBV 

monitoring units at 
local levels 

-

updated 
or 

current 

informat
ion base 

- local 
GBV 

monitori

ng units 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-

Gender 
links 

-
govern

ment 

dpts 
-

church
es 

-NGOs 
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 Proportion of 

budget allocated 
to the Gender 

Based Violence 

implementation 
of plans 

      

          

Public awareness campaigns 

Strategic objective: To educate communities to challenge and eradicate gender based violence.   

How has the 
local 
authority 
participated 
in awareness 
campaigns in 
the past?   
Has the local 
authority 
actively 
participated 
and promote 
the 16 Days 
Campaign in 
the past? – 
Only  
passively 
participates 
in campaigns 
organised at 
national level 

 

Community 
sensitisation 
programmes 
regarding 
available services 
and resources 
for survivors of 
gender based 
violence; and 

 

No of 

campaigns 
 

Men and 

women  
Girls and 

boys 

Vulnerable 
groups 

-obtain national and 

international 
campaign calendars 

-create local 

campaign calendar 
aligned to the above 

-build organising 
committees 

-local 

campaig
n 

program

me and 
organisi

ng 
committ

ees 
-active 

participa

tion 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-

Gender 
links 

-
govern

ment 
dpts 

-

church
es 

-NGOs 

  

Has the local 
authority in 
anyway 

 Ensure the 
inclusion of 

men in all 

Number of 
gender 

awareness 

Men and 
women  

-recruit and train 
educators through 

-trained 
educato

rs and 

-
Sanyati 

RDC 
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provided 
gender 
awareness 
education 
programmes 
to men and 
women. – not 
in a formal 
and 
organised 
way 

gender related 

activities 
including 

gender training 

and community 
mobilisation.  

programmes 

run. 
Number of men 

that attended. 

Number or 
women that 

attended. 
 

Girls and 

boys 
Vulnerable 

groups 

Influential 
leaders- 

church 
pastors, 

traditional 

leaders; 
political 

leaders 

women affairs 

ministry 
-design awareness 

education 

programmes 
-obtain resources 

for the programme 

facilitato

rs 
-guiding 

program

me 
docume

nts 
-enough 

resource

s i.e. 
teaching 

material
s,transp

ort and 
subsiste

nce 

-

Gender 
links 

-

govern
ment 

dpts 
-

church

es 
-NGOs 

Response 

Strategic objective: To implement actions that are effective in responding to Gender Based Violence in your council 

To what 
extent has 
the council 
promoted the 
economic 
development 
of women to 
reduce their 
reliance on 
others to 
support 
themselves.- 
construction 
of market 
stalls  and 

Eliminate all 

forms of 
violence 

against all 

women and 
girls in the 

public and 
private 

spheres, 

including 
trafficking 

and sexual 
and other 

 No of life skills 

and economic 
development 

workshops for 

survivors of 
Gender Based 

Violence. 
No of income 

generating 

projects 
provided. 

No of men and 
women who 

benefited 

 

Vulnerable 

groups  
Gender 

Based 

Violence 
victims 

 

-design and build 

vending market 
stalls and sites 

-create savings 

clubs through 
advise from relevant 

ministry 

-

function
al 

vending 

sites 
-vibrant 

savings 
clubs 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-NGOs 

-
govern

ment 
dpts 

-

church
es 
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development 
of vending 
sites  
 

types of 

exploitation  

 

What is the 
state of 
street lighting 
in the local 
authority?-
there is 40% 
coverage by  
four tower 
lights  at 
sanyati gp 
 

by 2030, enact 
and enforce 
legislation 
prohibiting all 
forms of gender 
based violence. 

 No of additional 
street /tower 

lights 
Maintenance 

(card) of 
existing lights 

All 
Men 

women 
boys and 

girls  

-construct more 
tower lights in areas 

not covered 
-repair and upgrade 

existing public 
lighting 

-100% 
public 

lpghting 
-

reduced 
muggin

g and 

related 
incident

s 

-
Sanyati 

RDC 
-

govern
ment 

dpts 

 

  

Ensure that 
perpetrators of 
gender based 
violence, 
including 
domestic 

       

violence, rape, 
femicide, sexual 
harassment, 
female genital 
mutilation and all 
other forms of 

       

gender based 
violence are tried 
by a court of 
competent 
jurisdiction 

       

Support 

Strategic objective: To implement a plan and actions that supports survivors of Gender Based Violence. 
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What steps 
has the 
council taken 
to 
economically 
empower 
women who 
have 
experienced 
Gender 
Based 
Violence. – 
they get 
assistance 
from seven 
council health 
centres  
 

  Number of 

survivors that 
have been: 

 Trained as 

emerging 

entrepreneu
rs 

 Able to 

secure 
business 

funding 

through 
council 

intervention
s. 

 Able to 

secure 
business 

opportunitie

s from 
councils. 

 Able to 

secure 
affordable 

places to 

trade. 
  

Men 

women  
boys and 

girls 

Vulnerable 
groups 

-Craft policies that 

support Gender 
Based Violence 

activities 

-train and fund self 
reliance projects for 

the women 
-provide free post 

trauma counselling 

through relevant gvt 
department and 

NGOs 
 

-policy 

docume
nts 

-viable 

self 
reliance 

projects 
-trauma 

free 

victims 
of GBV 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-NGOs 

-
govern

ment 
dpts 

-

church
es 

  

Are any of 
the police 
stations 
within the 
local 
authority 

 State Parties 

shall, by 2030, 
review and 

reform their 

criminal laws 
and procedures 

Percentage of 

referred cases 
of sexual and 

gender-based 

violence against 
women and 

  

-assist in 
establishing victim 

friendly units 

-upgrade existing 
victim friendly units 

 -

Sanyati 
RDC 

-ZRP 

-
govern
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equipped 
(private 
room, female 
officers etc) 
to deal with 
cases of 
gender based 
violence? 
-all have 

victim 
friendly units 

applicable to 

cases of sexual 
offences and 

gender based 

violence to:  
 

Eliminate 
gender bias; 

and 

 

children that are 

investigated and 
sentenced  

No of trainings 

done to the 
police officers 

 

-create such units at 

police posts 

ment 

dpts 
-

church

es 
-NGOs 

Ensure justice 

and fairness 
are accorded 

to survivors of 

gender-based 
violence in a 

manner that 
ensures 

dignity, 

protection and 
respect 

   -

function
al victim 

friendly  

units at 
all 

police 
stations 

   

How many 
places of 
safety and 
care are 
there within 
the local 
authority? 
-seven 

clinics, zrp 
stations, 

churches 
 

 By 2030, State 
Parties shall 

establish 

special 
counselling 

services, legal 
and police 

units to 

provide 
dedicated and 

sensitive 
services to 

Number of 
counselling 

centres for 

survivors of 
gender based 

violence 
No of safety 

shelters for 

Gender Based 
Violence victims 

 -identify  and 
establish safe 

houses for GBV 

-safe  
houses 

at local 

level 

-
Sanyati 

RDC 

-
Gender 

links 
-

govern

ment 
dpts 
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survivors of 

gender based 
violence. 

-

church
es 

-NGOs 

How many 
counselling 
facilities are 
there within 
the local 
authority?-all 
health 
centres 
,policies and 
churches 
 

 No of clinics 
available 

No of 

counselling 
facilities 

available 

 -create counselling 
facilties at public 

institutions such 

police 
camps,churches and 

health centres 

-
manned 

counselli

ng units 
at ward 

level at 
clinics 

police 

and 
churche

s 

-
Sanyati 

RDC 

-
Gender 

links 
-

govern

ment 
dpts 

-
church

es 
-NGOs 

  

Strategic objective: To ensure information on support to Gender Based Violence survivors is accessible. 
What 
publications 
and 
information 
exists on 
where to get 
help, and 
how is this 
being 

 State Parties 

shall by 2030; 
 

Provide 
accessible 

information on 
services 

available to 

survivors of 

No of booklets, 

posters 
distributed(IEC) 

No of meetings 
done 

No of training 
campaigns done 

Reports 

Photos 

Gender 

Based 
Violence 

survivors 
Vulnerable 

groups 
Women 

girls 

Men boys 

-establish 

information centres 
at ward levels on 

public institutions 
-create a toll free 

line and whatsapp 
platform 

-

function
al 

informat
ion 

centres 
-

function

al toll 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-
Gender 

links 
-

govern
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disseminated 
currently? 
-none 

gender based 

violence.  
 

 

 

free line 

and 
whatsap

p 

platform 

ment 

dpts 
-

church

es 
-NGOs 

Coordination-  

Strategic objective: To ensure that efforts to address Gender Based Violence are conducted in a coordinated manner 

Is there a 
multi sector 
committee 
for 
addressing 
GENDER 
BASED 
VIOLENCE in 
the council?  
-none 

 Adopt 

integrated 

approaches, 
including 

institutional 
cross sector 

structures, 

with the aim of 
reducing 

current levels 
of gender 

based violence 
half by 2030. 

 

No of 

stakeholders 

involved 
No of Gender 

Based Violence 
structures 

established 

Relevant 

stakeholder

s  
Min of 

women, 
health, 

council 

NGOs 

-form a special multi 

sector committee 

for GBV issues 
-craft terms of 

reference for the 
committee 

-mobilise resources 

for the special 
committee 

-a 

function

al 
/active 

committ
ee for 

GBV 

issues 

-

Sanyati 

RDC 
-

Gender 
links 

-

govern
ment 

dpts 
-

church
es 

-NGOs 

  

Budget allocation 

Strategic objective: To ensure that Councils commit budgets and resources to addressing Gender Based Violence 

Is there a 
budget line 
for 
addressing 
GENDER 
BASED 
VIOLENCE in 
the Council?  
-none 

 Ensure gender 

sensitive 
budgets and 

planning, 

including 
designating the 

necessary 
resources 

towards 

Provision of a 

budget 
No. of donations 

Local 

Authority 
NGO 

Governmen

t 

-research and cost 

budget requirement 
-craft budget for 

GBV activities 

-council 

approve
d GBV 

activitie

s 
budget 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-

Gender 
links 

-
govern
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initiatives 

aimed at 
empowering  

women and 

girls 

ment 

dpts 
-

church

es 
-NGOs 

Monitoring and evaluation 

Strategic objective: To ensure that efforts to address Gender Based Violence are monitored and evaluated 

What 
documents 
on GENDER 
BASED 
VIOLENCE 
are used by 
your council 
to inform 
evidence 
based 
programming
?- 
 
none 

By 2020, 

enhance 

capacity-
building 

support to 
developing 

countries, 

including for 
least 

developed 
countries and 

small island 
developing 

States, to 

increase 
significantly 

the 
availability of 

high-quality, 

timely and 
reliable data 

disaggregate
d by income, 

gender, age, 

race, 

Collect and 

analyse 

baseline data 
against which 

progress in 
achieving 

targets will be 

monitored. 

 

No. of Meetings 

held 
 

 

Council 

and 

relevant 
stakeholder 

-create GBV 

documents to 

inform evidence 
base programming 

with the assistance 
of relevant 

ministries 

-train data capturing 
staff 

-GBV 

program

ming 
docume

nt  

-

Sanyati 

RDC 
-

Gender 
links 

-

govern
ment 

dpts 
-

church
es 
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ethnicity, 

migratory 
status, 

disability, 

geographic 
location and 

other 
characteristic

s relevant in 

national 
contexts  

 

Best practices 

Strategic objective: To showcase best practices to end Gender Based Violence 

Has the 

council ever 
showcased 

Gender 
Based 

Violence case 
studies at GL 

Summits or 

other 
platforms? -

NO  

  No. of Gender 

Based Violence 
exhibition 

No of Gender 
summits 

attended 
No of wards 

targeted 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 -identify GBV cases 

for study and 
showcasing 

-male 

and 
female 

perpetra
ted GBV 

cases 

-

Sanyati 
RDC 

-
Gender 

links 
-

govern

ment 
dpts 

-
church

es 
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VISIBILITY AND COMMUNICATIONS 
Strategic objective: To give visibility to the COE process and to the council’s commitment to advancing gender equality.  

Is the COE’s 
status visibly 
displayed.-Not 
yet done 

Goal 4 
 

Ensure 

inclusive and 
equitable 

quality 
education and 

promote 
lifelong 

learning 

opportunities 
for all 

State Parties 
shall by 2030, 

ensure that 

women and men 
can equally 

access and 
afford ICTs 

including 
internet and 

hardware 

Visibility of COE 
status  

- Comm
unity 

Membe

rs 
- Men & 

women 
-  boys 

and 
girls 

-procure display 
materials for COE 

status 

-create a COE 
information desk 

-whatsapp platform 
for COE status 

updates 

-
banners, 

public 

informati
on 

display 
units 

-manned 
COE 

informati

on desk 
- active 

COE 
whatsap

p 

platform  

-SRDC 
social 

and 

commu
nity 

services 
dpt 

-
GL,NGO

s and 

relevant 
govern

ment 
dpts 

August – 
December 

2016 

 

Is the councils 
website linked 
to the COE 
page and vice 
versa- 
Not yet done 

 Website links  - Local 

and 
interna

tional 

stakeh
olders 

- Youth 
 

-link council website 

to COE page 

-council 

website 
linked to 

COE 

page 

-SRDC 

social 
and 

commu

nity 
services 

dpt 
-

GL,NGO

s and 
relevant 

govern
ment 

dpts 

August – 

December 
2016 
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Is the Council 
an active 
member of the 
Community of 
Practice 
(gender 
forum)-  
 
Not yet done 

 Build/ 

strengthen the 
capacity of 

media 

practitioners and 
the general 

public to 
enhance their 

awareness on 

gender equality 
in  

communication 
and information, 

including 
through social 

media 

Membership of the 
CoP (gender 
forum)and extent 
of participation 

- Media 

houses 
- Genera

l public 

- Ministri
es 

- Imple
mentin

g 

partner
s 

 

-identify and second 

focal persons for 
participation 

-train and resource 

focal persons 

Well 

resource
d active 

focal  

persons  

-SRDC 

social 
and 

commu

nity 
services 

dpt 
-

GL,NGO

s and 
relevant 

govern
ment 

dpts 

August – 

December 
2016 

 

No of case 
studies 
presented at 
summits-  
Not yet done  

  No of case studies 
presented at 
summits, and no 
of different 
categories these 
are presented in  

- Univers
ity 

student

s 
- Council 

officials 
- Wome

n’s 
groups 

-identify cases for 
presentation at 

summits 

-classify cases for 
presentation to 

summits 

-special 
cases 

database 

-SRDC 
social 

and 

commu
nity 

services 
dpt 

-NGOs 
and 

relevant 

govern
ment 

dpts 

  

GENDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Gender structures 

Strategic objective: To obtain management buy  in establishing functional gender machinery structures 
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BASELINE SDG PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATORS TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME FRAME BUDGET  

Has any work 
been done in 
the 
establishment 
of functional 
structures? If 
yes state the 
work that has 
been done 
 Non-existent 

 

Promote 
peaceful and 

inclusive 

societies for 
sustainable 

development, 
provide access 

to justice for 

all and build 
effective, 

accountable 
and inclusive 

institutions at 
all levels 

Establish and 

strengthen 
structures to 

enhance gender 

mainstreaming. 
 

Structure in place 

for gender 
machinery  

Manageme

nt 
Council 

employees 

Councillors 
Community 

Gvt 
department

s 

Implementi
ng partners 

Establish gender 

managemnt 
structures 

Function

al GMS 

Manang

ement 
Concillo

rrs 

 Gvt  
Dpts 

Dec 2017  

Is the GMS 
known, has it 
been 
publicised?  
 

No. of 
awareness 

campaigns 

Establishment 
of a website 

 

Media 
Stakeho

lders 

Commu
nity at 

large 

-Conduct awareness 
campaigns 

Upload gender 

machinery structure 
on the website 

- 
Commun

ities 

relating 
to GMS 

on 
gender 

issues 

Manage
ment 

Other 

Stakeho
lders 

  
 

Dec 2018  

Is there a 
functional 
committee in 
Council 
responsible for 
gender? 
Yes 

No of Minutes 
No of Council 

resolutions 
 

Councill
ors 

Council 
officials 

 

Councillors to move 
motions on gender 

issues 

Resolutio
ns on 

gender 
issues. 

Councill
ors 

 
Manage

ment 

Dec 2017  

Has gender 
been written/ 
included in the 
performance 
agreements of 
senior 

 No of 

Performance 
contracts 

No of Job 
descriptions 

 

HODs 

Town 
Sec 

Town 
Clerk 

CEOs 

Reinforce gender 

mainstreaming in all 
DIPAs and the CEO’s 

perfomance contract 

Gender 

aware 
DIPAs 

and CIPA  

Manage

ment 
 

By Jan 2017  
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BASELINE SDG PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATORS TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME FRAME BUDGET  

managers and 
Gender Focal 
Person? 
Gender has 
been included 
in the 
performance 
agreements of 
the CEO and 
HODs 
Budget, monitoring and evaluation 

Strategic objective: To make use of gender disaggregated data for monitoring and evaluation to ensure that gender equality is being strived for. 

Does sex 
disaggregated 
data exist? Is 
it applied? 
Yes – WASH 
Activities 

 
Achieve 

gender 

equality and 
empower all 

women and 
girls 

Ensure gender 
sensitive and 

responsive 

budgeting at the 
micro and macro 

levels, including 
tracking, 

monitoring and 
evaluation.  

Tools in place to 
monitor gender 

equality 

 
- M   &  E 

tools 

- Coun
cil 

emplo

yees 
- Stake

holde
rs 

- HODs 
 

Compile sex 
disaggregated data 

for all departments 

Gender 
sensitive 

policies 

and 
decisions 

manage
ment 

By June 2017  

Strategic objective: To ensure that resources are being allocated to gender priorities. 
Are there 
direct or 
budget 
allocations for 
advancing 
gender 
equality?  
 
Not in place 

Achieve 

gender 
equality and 

empower all 
women and 

girls 

Ensure that all 

national and 
local budgets 

sufficiently 
represent the 

needs of women 

and men; 
assessment of all 

spending should 

Specific budget for 

gender towards 
advancing gender 

equality 
 

Gender specific 

budget 
 

- HO

Ds 
- GFP 

- Cou
ncill

ors 

Budget allocation for 

gender activities 

Gender 

activities 

HODs 

and 
Council

ors 

By Dec 2017  
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BASELINE SDG PROPOSED 

POST 2015 
SADC 

PROTOCOL 

TARGET 

INDICATORS TARGET 

GROUP 

ACTIONS OUTPUT  WHO  TIME FRAME BUDGET  

Do women and 
men benefit 
equally from 
budget 
allocations?  
Not in place. 

reflect how 

resources have 
been allocated to 

all gender 

groups. 

 

 
Gender specific 

budget 

 

 

- HO
Ds 

- GFP 

- Cou
ncill

ors 

Formulate an 

equitable budget for 
men and women 

Equitable 

resource 
allocatio

n  

HODs 

and 
councilo

rs 

By Dec 2017  
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Annex D: Evaluation 

 
Date: 15 July 2016 

Venue: Pandhari Hotel 

26 Evaluations received 

 

Evaluation area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total  

Programme design 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 5 9 26 

Programme content 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 6 14 26 

Documentation 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10 5 9 26 

Facilitation 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 7 12 26 

Group Work 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 9 5 9 26 

Outputs 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 12 3 7 26 

Outcomes and follow 

up plans 

0 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 5 6 26 

Learning opportunity 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 4 13 26 

Networking opportunity 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 7 3 13 26 

Administrative 
arrangements 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 4 16 26 

 

Figure 2: Workshop Evaluation Summary 
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At the end of the workshop, participants were asked to evaluate the workshop.  A total of 26 
individuals responded to the evaluation (15 female; 11 male). Results in Figure 2, show that 
overall, 88% of the participants were satisfied with the COE workshop programme. Generally, 
participants’ level of satisfaction ranged from 82% on outcomes and follow up plans to 93% 
on administrative arrangements. The majority 94% of participants were highly satisfied with 
administrative arrangements, 90% saw the COE workshop as a learning opportunity, while an 
equal proportion of participants 88% each were satisfied with the documentation of the 
programme and the networking undertaken at the workshop. 92% of participants were 
satisfied with the programme content. 84% percent of the participants were satisfied with the 
workshop outputs and 91% of participants who evaluated the program were satisfied with the 
workshop facilitation. 
 

COMMENTS 
1. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?  

 Gender and Sex. I now know the difference. 
 Developing the Action Plan. 
 All sessions were useful as they cleared the perceptions I had on gender issues. 
 Gender Based Violence was most useful because we say no more to violence in our 

country. 

 Gender concepts. These lay a foundational understanding of gender. 
 Conflict Resolution because that is where Gender Based Violence is centred. 
 All sessions because I learnt new things from every session. 
 Media. Because messages are quickly passed on. 
 Conflict Resolution because I now know that conflict can solve something. 
 Gender Based Violence because I learnt that women keep quiet when assaulted. I also 

learned the ways of preventing it and 16 days Campaigns that preach against GBV. 
 Gender and Media: Communication because the way information is disseminated to 

the community is important. 
 
 

2. Which session did you find least useful?  Why? 
 

 Care-work. Not much was done for it in terms of gender mainstreaming. 

 None. All were useful. 
 Media Literacy because people in rural areas do not have access to new technology 

e.g. using cell phones. 
 GBV. Men and women are always beating each other. 

 Social Media because more people do not have access to it. 
 IT for advocacy because in some councils internet is only available at the head office. 
 Care work because men are mostly not involved in care-giving activities. 

 
 
3. How will you apply what you have gained from this engagement?  
 

 Apply gender issues in all recruitment at the workplace. 
 Practising gender mainstreaming as a council and involving the community in gender 

awareness issues. 
 Through practice and sharing at home, work and within the community. 
 As a councillor I will go and do ward meetings for gender awareness programmes. 
 To conduct training seminars at every monthly meetings with the rest of the staff. 
 I will make use of ward meetings to talk about gender. 

 I will go and engage almost every resident and encourage them to be gender sensitive. 
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 Through Environmental Management and Health education. 
 By asking our HODs to train those in the lower grades left at work. 
 I will inform others at work through the various meetings we hold. 

 
4. Any other comments?   
 

 All topics were well presented to participants. 
 The 3 days allocated should be increased to 5 so that topics are adequately covered. 
 I wish this programme can go to every corner of the country. 
 The programme is good for all and would bear fruits. 

 Special thanks to Gender Links for such programs. 
 The workshop was very educative we have learnt a lot of things concerning gender 

equality. 
 
 


